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Abstract
Children with phonological disorders have difficulty acquiring some of the sound
contrasts of their language, and this results in uninte llig ible speech. In the present study
the speech of two children with phonological disorders is analyzed using a nonl inear
phonolog ical framework. Nonlinear phonology allows for the independent analysis of
segmental and prosodic impairments that are common ly found among phonologically
disordered children. while at the same time it allows for an analysis of phonological
problems resulting from the interaction of the segmental and prosodic tiers
The data demonstrates that segmental and prosodic acquisition occur independently.
although some tier interaction is also evident. Segments with a complex structure are
acquired later than segments with a simple structure ; as well. features found higher in the
geometry are acquired before more deeply embedded features. Unmarked syllable and
word templates are acquired before those with a more marked structure. such as those
with complex onset and coda consonants. This study argues that children with
phonological disorders show an acquisition sequence that proceeds along the same path
as lor children with nonnall y developing phonological systems. but that acquisition
occurs at a slower rate for the former group. Furthermore. the present study demonstrates
the significance of the nonlinear approach to the analysis of phonologically disordered
speech
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1.0 Introduction
In this study the phonological systems of two phonolog ically disordered children
are analyzed. One child is a 9;0 year-old male (Graham) and the other is a 3:4 year-old
female (Stacy) , The data from Graham was published in Grunw ell & Yavas (1988 ) and
the data tram Stacy was published in Miccio & Elbert (1996) In the present study their
data were reanalyzed using nonlinear phonology, a framework that has recently been
applied to pho nological acquisition as well as to the assessment and treatment of
phonological disorders. One of the advantages of this framework is that it allows for
independent analysis of segmental and prosodic information.
In this study a phonet ic inventory and an inventory of syllable and word templates
are compiled fo r each child and these inventories are analyzed using nonlinear
phonology As well . an analysis is carried out across segmental and prosodic tiers The
children's inventories are compared to fully developed adult inventorie s of English. In
addition, the children's phonologica l repertoires are examined in order to determine how
or if they deviate from typica l patterns of phonologica l development
1. 1 Purpose and Significance of the Study
The purpose of the study is to demonstrate the usefulnes s of the nonlinear
framework in accounting for phonologi..:ally disordered speech. Linguistic theory has had
a significant impact on the analysis and treatment of phonologically d isordered systems
As noted by Bernhard t & Steel-Gammon ( 1994, p.124), prior to the application of
phonological theory to the field of speech-language pathology a ' phoneme-by-phoneme'
approach was used to analyze devia nt speech patterns . For example , clinic ians would
observe that a child may substitut e [b) for lvI, [I] for lsi, and (d) for lzi. Each error would
be analyzed independently, sometimes missi ng broader generalizations. for examp le. that
the child has an error pattern in which frica tives are rep laced by stops . Addit iona lly. the
possibility that correcting one of these errors would generalize across the error pattern
was not considered; as a resu lt. treatme nt was implemented in isolation for each error in
the child's speech. Although the term ' slopping' was used to captu re such
generalizations. it was not until the advent of distinctiv e feature theory that the term
gained a formal distinctive status and characteriza tion
According to Bernhardt & Stoe l-Gammo n (1994. p.124) linguistic theory was first
applied to speech-language patholog y in the early 1970s through the adoption of the
distinctive feature framework (cf. Compton, 1970 ; Oller, 1973) , During this period .
clinicians began 10 recognize that segme nts were composed of features and to analyze
deviant speech patterns acco rding 10 which features were present or absent in a child' s
inventory , When treating phonological disord ers. speech-language pathologist s aimed to
target features rather than whole segme nts with the expec tation that. once a feature was
incorporated into a child's inventory. it would genera lize to all segments that conta in that
featu re (cr. Costello & Onsrine, 1976; McReynolds & Bennet. 1972; McReynolds &
Engmann. 1975). As pointed out by Bernhardt & Stoe[·Gammo n( I994 . p.124). one of
the problems with this approach is that fact that there are severa l versions or the
distinc tive feature framework (Chomsk y & Halle. 1968; Jakobsen. Fant. & Halle. 1963:
Sing h. 1976) and there was little consensus as to which version should beadopted .
Furthermore . this framework only considers the non-prosodic aspect of phonological
disorders; this can be problematic, since children with phonologically disordered speech
often encounter difficulties beyond the segmental inventory , such as problems with
syllable structure. stress pattern s, and intonation (collectively termed " prosody")
Bernhardt & Stoel-Gammon (1994 . p.I24) report that another phonological theory
that has received extensive artemion in the field of speech-language patholog y is
Starnpe's Natural Phonology (Stampe . 1969; 1973). According to this theory . children
have an innate set o f phonological processes which must be unlearned if they are not
applicable to the language being acquired by the child. In treatment procedu res. speech -
language patholo gists aimed to eliminate the phonological proces ses that are not relevant
for the language being acquired. For example . a clinician would ob serve that a child
might front all velar consonants. If a child could learn through treatment to produce !kJ
correctly. it was predicted by this theory that the process of velar front ing wou ld also be
eliminated or unlearned in the production ofty and I:) I . Bernhardt & Sioel-Ga mmon
(1994. p 125) discuss several weaknesses of this theo ry. First, they note that proces s
analys is focuses onl y o n output errors and therefore does not provide an adequate
representation of the child 's phonological system; it does not take into account the fact
that the child may have problems beyond production . The theory is also problemati c in
that it suggests that phonological acquisition is an eliminatory process ; it assume s that
initially. children have a comple x system which must be simplified by turnin g olfthe
phonological processes which are not found in the language being acquired
Recently, nonlinear phonology has been used in the assessmen t and remediat ion
of phonological disorders(cf Bernhardt, 1992a,b; Bernhardt & Gilbert, 1992; Bernhardt
& Stoel-Ga mmc n, 1994~ Chin & Dinnsen, 1991; Dinnsen& Chin, 1995; Schwartz, 1992;
Yavas. 1994), In this approach children 's devia nt phonological systems are described in
terms of both segmental and prosodic levels of representation . The adoption of this
approach in the analysis of phonologically disordered systems has several advantages
Accord ing to Bernhardt (1992b , p. 306 ) the nonlinear approach provides a more complete
descript ion of the child' s phonological representation, as co mpared to the models
discussed above. The number of rules required to describe the system is reduced and.
furthermore. rules are replaced by enriched represen tations (Bernhardt. 1992a, p. 261)
Also, as noted by Bernhardt & Stee l-Gammon (1994 , pp. 140-141) nonlinear phonolog y
allows for the independe nt analysis of prosod ic and segmental tiers The framework also
considers how the tiers interact. As a result. deficiencies at different levels of the
phonological representation can be identified .
This has important clinical implications. For example. if a child has delayed
prosodic structure and minimal segmental difficulties. an intervention protocol can be
constructed to target the prosodic tier independent of the segmental tier by focusing on
the development of syllable shapes that are not present in the child' s invento ry
Alternatively, treatment goals can beestablished which co ncentrate on tier interaction by
targeting. for example. segments in certa in syllable or word positions , By targeting
prosodic and segmental tiers independently, develop ment on one or the other tier can lead
to advancement of the child's phonological system .
Any phonolog ical theory must addres s the leamability problem ; a theory must be
able to explain the development of the child 's phonological system of the language being
acqu ired Given the fact that phonolo gicall y disordered children are similar in some
respects to children with nonn al ly developing phonological systems (Leonard. 1992. p
-199). phonological theo ries must also be able to address the issue o f atypica l
phono log ical develo pment . Thus the present study may also have impo rtant implications
tor the nonlinear phonological framework . If nonlinear phonology is able to provide
exp lanato ry adequacy. it can be useful in the analysis and treatme nt of disordered
phonological systems
I .:: Phonological Disorders
l L l Characte risrics
Chi ldren who are phonologica lly disord ered usually have no apparent organic
patho logies that would hinder the normal development of speech (Grunwell. 199 1. p,41)
These children. who can be confidently diagnosed by the age of 4;O. have an extensive
vocabulary and are able to comprehend spok en language, They also have the ability to
produce lengthy utterances that appear to be grammat ically correct and are spoken in the
pro per context. Furthermore. they do not appear to have any intellectual disabil ities
How ever. children with phonological disorder s may have difficulty in acquirin g some of
the contrasts between the sounds of their language which are used to signal differences in
meaning (Leonard. 1992. p. 499 ); th is can result in unintelligible speec h (Leino nen. 199 1.
p 121)
There are several characteri stics commonly found in the speech of phonologically
disordere d children which are summarized by Stoel-Gammon (1991, pp. 28-29) . First,
children with phonologica l disorders use a restricted set of sounds. Common segmental
inventories include stops (/p,l.,k.,b,d,gf), nasals (lnt.n,!)!) glides (/w j!), and a small
inventory of vowels . Such inventories are also common among nonna lly developing
children at a very early age . Although children with normally developing phonological
systems have usually added fricatives and liquids to their inventories by the age of 2;0.
phonologically disordered children develop these more complex segments at a much later
age. A segment is said to be more complex when it has a more elabora te structure (Rice,
1')<)2. p. 64 ). The notion of segmental complexity is discusse d further in section 2.14
Stoel-Gammon (1991 , p. 28) observes that children with phonological disorders
also produce limited word templates and syllable shapes; the common syllable types are a
single vowel (V) and a consonant plus a vowe l (CV)_Bisyllabic words are restricted to
CVCV shapes. which are often the resu lt of the reduplication ofa single syllabic. These
syllable shapes are commonly found in the inventories of younger children with norma l
phonolog ical development
Chro nological mismatch is co mmon in the speec h of phonologically disordered
children (Stee l-Gammon. 1991). Chronological mismatch is a phenomenon whereby the
system is "advanced in some respects and severely delayed in orhers'fp. 28), This occurs
when one area of phonological development advances to the point where erroneous
productions have disappeared, while another area remains severely delayed due to the
productio n of age- inappropriate errors resulting in a phonological system that is
unbalanced
Another distinguishing feature in the speech of phonologically disordered
children is the production of unusual error types (Steel-Gammon. 1991. p. 29). Such error
types are rare in the speech of normally developing children. and when they are found
they have a short duration. Examples of such error patterns include atypical substitution
and deletion patterns, the use of sounds not found in the language being acquired. and
unusua l vowe l patterns
Variability in the realization of segments is common in the speec h of normally
developing children (Steel-Gammon. 1991, p. 29). Variability occurs as a resu lt of the
reorgan izing of phonological systems when new contrasts are acquired: there is a gradual
improvement in accuracy as children begin to substitute newly acquired forms for
previous erroneous productions. Converse ly. in the speech of children with disordered
phonological systems variability seems to occur without any apparent acquisition of
correct te rms
In the speech of phonologicall y disordered chi ldren. phonological acquis ition is
not as advanced as grammatical leam ing (Grunwelt, 1991. p. 44). The systems do not
exp loit all of the feature combinations that the children are capable of producing. even
though the contrasts are necessary to signal meaning differences. Systematic sound
preferences are common among some phonologically d isordered children IGrunwell ,
1991. p 45) This occurs when one segment is used for a variety of target sounds
1.2.2 Phonolog ical processes in disordered phonolog y
Several phonologica l processes are often found in the speech of phonologically
disordered children ( Hodson & Paden. 199 1)
1.2.2.1 Omission ofsegmems and conso nant clusters
Processes invo lving the omission of segments include the deletion of single
conso nants and the simplification of consonam clusters (Hodson & Paden. 1991)
Example ( 1) illustrates the deletion of a single consonant in word final position
tlj dog [d:>1 [H&P . p. 39)
Children use several strategies to reduce consonant clusters: strategies include
coalescence. migration and epenthesis (Hodson & Paden. 1991. p. 39). Coalescence is the
replacement oft wosequentia l consonants by a single consonant that shares some features
of the original consonants in the cluster. With coalescenc e. the child is demonst rating the
awareness that there are two sounds. but is unable to pronounce the cluster. Coalescence
is exemp lified in (2). where the sequence Ispl is replaced by I f!. which share s features
with 1stand /pI
(2) spoon [fun} [H&P. p. 4°1
Migration is the movement of one of the consonants in the cluster to another word
position. as shown in (3) '
(3) smoke [moks] [H&P. p 40]
Finally. vowel epenthesis is the insertion ofa vowel to break up the sequence of
cons onants. as shown in example (4 I
( -I ) black [balsek ] [H&P. pA l ]
1.2 1 2 Syllable structure alterations
Syllable structure alterations are common in the speech of phono logica lly
disordered children (Hodson & Paden. 199 1), II shou ld be notedthai the syllable
alte rations discussed by Hodson & Paden actuall y involve foot structure since unstressed
syllables are invo lved. One such alteration is the deletion of an unstressed syllable. as
sho wn in the next example
(5 ) probabl y [prabli] [H&P. p36]
I:::! 23 Glottal replaceme nt
It is also commo n for phonologically disordered childre n to substitute a glottal
stop tor a segment they are unab le to produce (Hodson & Paden.. 1991I· This is
demonstrated in (6) :
( 6) hat [h~7J (H&P.p41]
'"
12.2.4 Substitutio ns
The substitution of one segment for anot her is a common mechanism employed
by childre n wit h phono logica l disor ders (Hodson & Paden. 1991 ). These substit ution
processes lead to changes in place of art iculatio n. manner of articulation. and voici ng of
the target segment . Exam ples of subst itutions causing changes in place ofart icu lation of
the co nsonant are show n in (7). where the consonant is fronted . and in (8 ) which is a case
of depalatalizarion and fronting
(7lkey [til
(8) shoe [su]
[H&P. p. 42J
[H& P.p.43]
An example o f a substitution causing a cha nge in the manner of articulation orth e
consonant is given in (9) which is a case ot'gliding which is the rep lacemen t of IV or ITI
bv ,, 'or v
(C) ) red [wed] (H&P . p.44 )
Finally. subst itution processes also include changes in the voicing features ofa segment
·\ n example is prevocalic voicing. as in (10)
(l 0) two [du ] {H&P. p45]
II
12 .25 Vowel alterations
Vowel subst itutions, such as vowel neutralization, are also common in the speech
of phonologically disordered children (Hodso n & Paden, 199 1). Vowel neutralization
limits the inventory of vowel contrasts. Sometimes only a fewspecific vowels are
neutralized . An example of vowel neutralization is given in ( 11). Inthis example. two
words that contrast in the under lying representation are pronounced identically
( I I) bed; bad [bsd] [H&P. P 46)
1,1 ,2,0 Context-related alterations
Context related alterations include processes such as assimilation and
redup licat ion (Hodso n & Paden. 1991). In assimilation, the segment adopts the
characteristics or features of a neighboring segment. (12) illustrates a case of labial
assimilation. while nasal assimilation in shown in (13). These examples demonstrate
consonant harmony, a case of non-local assimilation
(12) pin [pI!!!) (H&P, p. 47)
( 13) thumb [DAm] (H&P, p.47)
Reduplication, another context related alteration, is demonstrated in the following
examp le. Reduplication involves copying a portion of a word (O'Grady & Dobrovclsky.
1()96. p. 121)
u(14) basket [b5rba?] (H&P . p. 48)
1.2.2.7 Nonphonemic alterations
Nonphonemic alterat ions occur when a sound is consistently produ ced in error but
is still recogn izable as the target phone me (Hodson & Paden. pp. 48~50) , Examples
include consonants produced with tongue protrusion. whereby the tongue tip is positioned
forwa rd during the prod uction ofconsonants (ttl +W ), lateraliaation, which involves
emission ofa sound to the sides rat her than centrally (lsi ..... {+I). and nasalization. which
is the low ering of' the velum duri ng the prod uct ion of nonna lly nonna sa l sou nds
{/sa/+[sall
1 2.2.8 Sound class deficien cies
Some of the phono logical processes co mmon in the speec h of phonologicall y
disordered children result in syste matic alteratio ns ofentire classes of sounds . Following
is a discussio n of the possi ble sound class alter ations (Hod son & Paden, 1991. pp. 50-3).
However. it should be noted that phono log icall y disordered children vary in terms of
which sounds are produced deficientl y.
Among the obst ruents affected are the class of strident sounds I f, v, s. z.
f. 3 , If·d3/ (Hodson & Peden, 1991) . These sounds are seldo m prod uced proper ly by
phonolog ically disordered child ren. The sou nds are subject to processes such as deletion
(15) and subst itution (16)
( 15)tish [li ) (hypothetical example)
(16) soap [hop! (H&P, p. 51)
According to Hodson & Paden. other obstruents which are often pronounced in error by
pho no logically disordered children are the posterior obstruents zk, gJ and the glottal
fricati ve /hi . The se are often omitted, as exemplified in (1 7), or assimilated to an alveo lar
segment. as in ( 18):
(17) bike [bat] (H&P. p. 52)
( 18) cat [l..et) (H&P. p. 52)
Finally. the ante rior non- strident obstruent s. which include the labial tp,bl and alveo lar
It.d/ stops and the interdental fricatives /a . ~ t, are often alte red by phonologically
diso rdered children. The stops are co mmonly deleted in word fina l position ( 19) and the
interdenta l fricat ives are often replaced by a sto p. as in (20 )
( 19) OOat [00] (H&P.p. 52)
(20) this (dIS) (H&P, p.52)
Within the class of sonorents. liquids are treated differentl y according to where
they occur in the word or syllable. Prevocebc liquids often under go gliding (defined
earlier). as in (2 1). or the y are deleted when they are a pan o fa conso nant cluster . as in
example ( 22)
(2 1) run (~"n I
(22) slow [so)
(H&P. p.52)
(H&P. p.53)
On the ot her hand postvocalic liquids are either omitted (23) or replaced by a vowel (24)
(Hodson & Paden. 199 1. p. 53). Glides are often deleted (25 ), replaced by a sto p (26), or
undergo depalatalization (27), and nasals are commonly deleted in word final position
(28) or replaced by a stop (29) in the speech of phonologically disordered children.
(Examples (23 )-(29) are hypothetical)
(13)'ba lr [bal
(1~) "cable ' [kebv-]
(25) ' yes' [EsJ
(26 ) 'v ovo ' [dodo )
(17 ) 'yes ' [WES]
(28) 'can" [k~ ]
(29) ' gum' {g/l.b]
1.3 Typical Versus Atypical Phonological Development
Children with phonological disorders are in some respects similar to younger
normally developing children while differing in certain other aspects of their
phonological developme nt (Leonard. 1992, pp. 496-99 ). The error patterns most
commonly found in the speech of phonologically disordered children are also well
documented in the speech of nonnall y de veloping younger children. Theseerrors include
consonant deletion. consonant cluster reduction, stopping. and gliding. Also, in both
typical and atypical phonological deve lopment. errors seem to be influenced by the
"phonetic chara cterist ics of the seg ment being acquired and the plausible subst itutes for
that segment in the language being acquir ed
There are two impo rtant differenc es between phonolog ically disordered children
and normally developi ng children (Leonard. 1992, p. 497.-498), The most significant is
that children with phono logical disorde rs have unusual error patterns . An examp le is the
rep laceme nt of an ear lier developin g sound. such as /bI. with a presumab ly later
deve loping sound. suc h as lvI, or the use of a sound which does not occur in the language
being acquired. such as the use of a bilabial fricat ive [PI in English wh ich does not have
this segment. In addition. phono logica lly disor dered children often add a sound in a place
where it does not belong. Some ofthese error patterns may be found in the speec h of
younger normally developing children; however, these patterns are found more
frequently and less systematica lly in the speech of phonologically disordered children.
Another difference relates to the differen ce in the vocabularies of phonologica lly
disordered children and other children with similar phonological inventories
Phonologically disordered children have phenological inventories similar to younger
children with normal phono logica l development. However. since the fonner group
usually have no delay in other aspects o f their language develo pment. they have much
larger vocabularies compared to the latter group
I,4 Models of Phonological Development
Models of phonolo gical development must beable to accou nt for both typica l and
atypical acquisition. Leonard ( 1992, p. 500(506) discusses three models of phonological
development and their capa bilit ies to account for phonological disorders
If,
The first model is the interactive-activation model proposed by Sternberger (1987)
which posits interaction between different levels of linguistic representation via
feedforward and feedback mechanisms. According to this model. language processing
begins at deeper linguistic levels and proceeds to more surface levels. The linguistic
levels recognized by this model are shown in the following diagram
Scrnanucjcvcl
II
Wordand~nl;lclic lC\cls
II
S~llablc lC\cl
II
Phonemeleve l
II
Featurelevel
II
Motorprogrammingicvct
Figure I Interactive-Activation Model (after leonard. 1992).
In Figure I the arrows pointing downward illustrate that processing begins at the
semantic level and information from deeper levels is fed forward to more surface
linguistic levels. The arrow pointing upward illustrate s the factthat there is also a
possibility ofa feedback mechanism at work whereby information from more surface
levels can have an effect on deeper level processing by feeding information back to, and
thereby activat ing, deeper levels Accord ing to this model. in phonolog ically disordered
chi ldren feedback to deeper linguistic levels is much greater than in normally developing
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children. causing a greater and longer lasting effect on the child's phonology . As a result .
the deeper levels have phonological representations whic h are similar to surface level
representations. For example. consider a child who cannot produce the final consonant of
a eve template. At the motor programming level. the child will produce a CV syllable
shape and will feed back to the syllable level the info rmation that final consonant s cannot
be produced. This influences processing at the deeper syllable level and the prevalent
syllable shape becomes (V. This misinformation leads to "gang effects" whereby the
child produces words that conform to the CV syllab le shape, regardless of the adult fonn
Feedback can also result in variability, as the chi ld may have several syllable templates
available and any word may conform to various templates at different times
Alternatively. a word may bea combination of the available syllable temp lates, In
summary. while there are more detai ls. the general idea of this model is that excessi ve
feedback is the cause of the delayed phonologica l development
Another model is the adult-like representation model which was initially proposed
by Smith ( 1973). According to this model. the child has an under lying represe ntation that
approximates the adult form. During the course of production. the child applies various
rules to this form, such as weak syllable deletio n or assimilation rules that result in an
output form that can deviate from the target . This mode l predicts variability in production
as the appficaricn ofdifTere nt rules cause variable realizat ions of the same form. This
model is no longer considered to accurately account for phono logical development as it
assumes that children begin with a fully developed underlying adult phonology . This
theo ry does not account for how a child 's phonological system develops or matures over
"lime. as it suggests that children begi n with the adult underl ying representation already in
place
Finall y, in Mee n' s ( 1983 ) two-lexicon modd of phono logical de velopm ent. a
child has his or her own input lexico n and a set of rules tha i relate it to the output lexicon
Accord ing to this model. the child' s output will beone of the canonical forms slhe has
available. For example. consider the child 's pronunciation ofthe word ' kiss' Rules
ope rate on the input and spec ify the cano nica l fonn The child may produce a C + V
shape whereby the co nsonant must be a velar and the vow el must be (+hig hJ. Th is result s
in the production of'[kr ]. Altematively, the child may also have a spec ification ofa
canonical form of'{d] + V + (s ] with (+hig hj spec ified for the vowel resu lting in the
prod uction of (dIS)_This model appears 10 yield oo tput resu lts simi lar to the Interactive
Act ivation Mod el w here the out put depends on the syllable templa tes ava ilable 10 the
child. In shan. the main idea o f the two-lexico n model is that inpul and ou tput
representations are separate and boch can benon-adult-like. For a fun her discu ssion of
rbe abando nme nt o f this mode l see Ferguson et . al. (1992)
Grund y ( 1989. pp. 2S6-2S8) also discusses several model s ofdeviant
pho nolog ical de velopment. She states that children with normally deve loping
phono logic al system s go through a series of developmental stages unli t the target
pronunciation of sound patterns is attai ned and that children with phono logical disorders
do not progress through the same deve lopmental stages . She suggests that the errors
produced by phono logically diso rdered children may the be resul t ofone or some
co mbination ofthe following factors : (i ) a purel y motor - program ming prob lem where
the child co rrect ly stores the input, but there is a faulty connection to the speech
product ion mechanisms, yielding faulty productions ; (ii) motor programming immaturity,
whereby the sound sequences are beyond the child ' s production capabil ities and, as a
resu lt, a simpler sequence is produced; (iii) a deep percept ive problem, whereby the child
perceives the input erroneously; or {jv] a deep organizational problem in which the child
perceives the input correctly but it does not fit into the child's current underlying
representat ions and there fore the input is stored with an incorrect underlying
representation. This hypothesis seems to becomparable to leonard ' s Interactive-
Activat ion model where input formsare accommodated to tit phonolog ical information
which the child already has formed. The example used above to illustrate Leonard 's
model was that a child may hear a eve syllable but does not have this template in his or
her underlying representation. As a result. it is stored as a template that already exists.
such as ev. This example is consistent with Grundy ' s theory that the fonn is perceived
correct ly but is stored incorrectly because it doe s not fit the child ' s underlying
representation, Grund y ( 1989, p. 258) notes that the problem may not beas clear cut as
these explanat ions suggest, but instead may be the result of so me combination of
productiv e, perceptual and organizational problem s
Bernhardt (1992a) proposes that children come to the language learning process
with an innate syllable template as well as a predet ermined feature geometry and that
langu age-particular representations must be learned . The fact that there are separate tiers
in a representation (prosodic versus segmental) implies that children can [earn or
elabora te the tinal representations on each tier independently. The use of hierarchical
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relations hips implies that element s higher in the structure will be acquired before those
that are more deeply embedded. For example , Bernhardt (1992b. p, 309), in appl ying
nonlinear phonology to intervention with a phonologically disordered child. hypothesi zed
that since the prosodic tier is higher in the phonological representation than the segmenta l
tier. treatment should proceed at a faster rate at the prosodic level than at the segmental
level This hypothes is was found to be valid . Within the segmental tier. featu res that
de fine segments as a consonant or a vowel (root-node feature s) should be acquired before
place features. since they are higher in the geometry
Rice and Avery ( 1995, p. 35-36 ) suggest that children begin phonological
acquisition with an impoverished feature tree , That is. the underlying feature tree is
initially lacking in specifica tion. Thi s results in children having a wide range of possible
realizations for any particular segment . These feature trees become more sophisticated.
with pos itive evidence from the environment. As more contrast s are required in a child 's
inventory . more feature contrasts are acquired . This is known as tree-building . This view
may be contrasted with tree-pruning, whereb y a child ' s feature geomet ry tree has more
structure present than required by the native language . With exposure to the language
environment the features that are not required are elim inated from the underl ying
representation
Working within a nonlinear framework, Bernhardt & Steel-Gammon (1994 . P
132) adopt a 'fil ter' model of phonological acquisit ion . They assume that children come
to the language learning situation with an underdeveloped representa tional framework
already in place. which can beviewed as a passive filter . When children receive input
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that agrees with their represemano n, it passesthrough the filler and is encoded. However .
when input informatio n does not agree with the rq:nseruational framework, it does ncx
pass throu gh the filler . For examp le, a child may hear an adult say the word ' dog ' .
Although the adult fonn has . eve syllable templat e. the child may not have acqui red
syllables wit h coda consonants . There fore, the eve shape docsno( agree with the child ' s
represe ntat ion; thus. the final consonant is noI perceived . Such input information will 001
be encoded until such a lime when the child 's system matures to a point where it is able
to represent information that is equivalent in comp lexity to the input informat ion from the
surrounding lang uage . and until the child has hadsignifica nt exposure to the input. and is.
thus. forced 10recognize it
The adoption of this tille r representat ion suggest s that the development ofa
phonological syste m is I progressive process (Bernha rdt & Steel-G ammon, 1994. p
132) Percep tual develo pment often precedes product ive development. In this light. it is
possible that. although children may perceive some of the adu lt phonolog ical phenomena.
(hey may not beable to produce it. This accounts for some of tne errors made by very
young children. or by children with delayed phonological systems
It is also possible that child ren may beproducing two contra sting segme nts but
not producing enough of a phonetic difference between them thai this difference is
perceived by the listener . This phenomenon is known as "covert contrast." Childr en
sometimes prod uce phonetic distinctions that adult s canno t hear. and this can o nly be
determined by spectral ana lysis (Crystal. 1987, p. 40) For example. to the adult ear. a
child may not appear to bed istinguishing between the segments lsi and II/~ they may both
"sound like" [s]. Spectral analysis sometimes reveals that there is indeed a difference in
how these two segments are being produced . At first glance. it may appear that a child
has not acquired a phonemic opposition, but spectral analysis may reveal that acquisition
of this opposition is in progress
The filter theory is comparable to the interaction-activation model discussed by
Leonard ( 1992. pp. 500-503) in which interaction occurs between linguist ic levels due to
feed forward and feedback. For examp le. with Bernhardt & Stoel-Ge mmon's (1994)
theory , interaction occurs between tiers that correspond to linguist ic levels in Leonard' s
theory , In Bernhardt and Steel-Gammon's filter model. a child may hear a word with a
evc syllable shape. but only have the representation for ev syllables. Therefore. such a
word will not pass unchanged through the filter and may be produced as a ev shaped
word Similarly. in Leonard ' s model, eve may not be encoded as a template and the
child will alter the form to fit a template that already exists. Like Leonard's model. the
filter model of Bemhardt & Stoel-Gammon ( 1994) is not compara ble to the adult-like
model (Leonard, 1992. pp. 503·505 ). since the child' s representation is not necessarily a
close approximation of the adult representation of the target language
1,5 Conclusion
Various phonologica l framewo rks have been adopted by researchers and
clinicians in the analysis and treatment of devia nt speech patterns . Many of these
theories. such as distinctive feature theory and Natura l Phonology . fail to provide an
adequa te description and treatment protoco l for phonologica lly diso rdered speec h
Current trends favor the idea that child representations are immature. as opposed to adult-
:n
like Psycholinguistic theories have also introduced models wit h feedback mechanisms.
where traditional phonological theory has only feed-forward models. The nonlinear
framework has the potemial to provide a more accurate description of nonnal and deviant
speech. and has recently been introduced in the analysis and treatment of phonological
disorders. In the present study nonlinear phonology is used as a too l 10account for
atypical phonological acquisition.
2:.0 Assumptions in the Literature
~ . I Nonli near Phonology
Nonlinear phono logy differs from other phonolog ical frameworks by focusing on
hierarchical organization among phonological units such as words, syllables, segments.
and features. Separate hierarchical levels of organization. called tiers. are posited for
prosodic and segmental information (Bernhardt & Stee l-Gammon, 1994)
The prosodic levels include morae (~). syllables (0), feet (F) . prosodic words (w) .
the prosodic phrase (4)). and the intonational phrase (l P), This hierarchy is shown in
Figure 2:
IP (intonational phrase)
I
tP (prosodic phrase)
(Prosodic word)
( feet)
(syllable)
(mora)
Figure 2. The prosodic hierarchy (afte r Inkelas & l ee. 1995. p. 538)
"Below the mora is the non-prosodic level of the segment. In many feature geometry
models the root node acts as a link between the prosodic and segmental tiers (Bernhardt
1992a.,pp. 269-270). Features are grouped together under organizing nodes
Figure 3 shows the feature geo metry posited by Clements & Hume ( 1995, p . 292) which
is adopted in this paper
Consonants
[±sonora m)
root [eap proximant l
l-voco id]
[::5 read glottis
o al caviry
[ecc nstricted glortis] ~
[evcice ]
[ eccntinuant]
c-otace
[labial]
[coronal}
/\ [doesal]
[".-::o'J \
[edistributed]
Figure J. Feature geometry for consonants (Clements & Hurne, 1995, p. 292)
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In Figu re 3, the segme nt represented is a consonant. The 1'0()( nodedom inates all other
nodes and all of the featu res in the geometry . The root: node bean the major class featur es
{scn orera] , [approximant] , and [vccoid ]. The features dom inated by the root node define
a seg ment as a sono rant, obs truent. nasal. liquid or vocod (gli de/vo wel). The TOOl node
also helps defin e the man ner of articula tion of segments , The laryngeal node dominat es
the features that de fine the obst ruent voicing and glon al char acteristi cs of the segment
Clem ents & Hume ( 1995, pp. 271. 273) posit an oral ca vity nod e interve ning between the
root and place nodes thai dominates the place node and the [ecominuant] node. This
model also posits separat e C-place and V-place nodes for consonant and vowe l place
features respectively. Table I. modified from O'Grady and Dob rc volsk y (1 996 , p.J I ).
summarizes the placeand manner of articulation of English consonants and the features
lo r each segment
Table 1. Manner of Articulation of English Consonant s (All are [-voicoid])
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[+Uisl [..J.isl
[-tant[ +"'" -am[labl [lab ) I'ocl /cor) [~urJ I-I
Labial Labic- Inter- Alveo Alveo- Velar nlotta/
ll..'Illal
""'''''
Lar .,.
[+-COlIS] [-001111 Slop
[-"""I [-voice] Voicck ss P , . ,
. ox +\' OICC Voiced b d
[+coru;] [+wl1ll Fricative
[-SOlI] I-\'oicer Voiceless r • J hI....ppro>;! I+mice] Voiced
"
3
[econs] 1' ''''''lt-<'<'lll1 Affricate
[~"""J j-voice ] voiceless ~
r....pproxl I-+\'oiccl Voiced
"[+cOl1sJ [+nasal] Nasal
(+""11) i [+n,ke ll voiced m 3[....pl'l'O'I( l I-conti
[+cons] Liquid
[+sonl I+lateral] l.<lk....dl J~~; l-lateral] eemral
I+sonl Gli~
I+appro"! [+"oicc[ Voiced . J
[+-conti VoicdL"'"
Figure 4 illustrates the adult English underlying representations for each of the
segments in Table I, assuming the use of underspecification discussed in section 2.1.2
The underlying representations shown below are modified from Bernhardt & Stoel-
Gammo n (1994, p.129) Features appearing in parentheses are default features (to be
discussed below)
Ipl
root [e-cons]
I [[~;Jro.x J
oral-cavity
I
C-Place
I[Iaolal]
IbI
~[_n'l[-son)I ngeal [vapprcx]I oral-cavity
[s-vcice] I
C·Place
[1,1)
"
It! IdJ
frl l+conSJ r~+cons}(-son} [-son][-approx] laryngea approx]
oral-cavity I oral-cavity
I [+' 0;00) I
coree c-ree
([coronal)) «(coronal])
IkJ
root [+cons]
I I-son)[-apprcx ]
"ca'-r ;!Y
( -Place
I[dorsal]
If!! ImJ
root (+cons] root (-cons)
r-: '[-son] ~[+son)
laryngeal """ {-approx] (-approx]
I orall-cavity (+nasal) orall-CaVilY
[+voice]
C-Place C-Place
I I
[dorsal] (labial}
In!
root I-cons]
N~~n)
~~ .. 11 ~pproxJ[+nasal]
oral-cavity
I
C-Place
I([coronal»
'9
'root [-con s]
-son]
approx]
[+nasal}
oral-cavity
c.Lee
[doll
m
Toot (+cons)
[-son)
[-approx]
!hi
'ft[econs][cson]
[-approx)
oral-cavity
I[+cominuant]
10
'1I- cons][-sonJ
[-approx]
oral-cavity
~cont;nu,nI J
C-Place
I
[labial]
2'1
Ivl
~(+cons][-son]laryn eat [-approx)I oral-cavity
[ev oice] ~I {+~tinuant}
C-Place
[,1"J
[s-voice]
181
root [+cons)
I (r:;Jrox]
oral-cavity
[;>con,;nu,n' l
c-pre
fcor~]
I [: anteriorJ
[ed istributed]
101
rEt[+conSI(-son}-approx]I"". geal nl~~_cav;ty
[econ tinuant]
C·Pace
[coronalj
1[:anteriorJ
[+distributed]
[+continuant] (TCOnlinuant)
1>1
root TOOns)
[-",n)
-appmx ]
cral-cavity
.,
I ["'"COntinuant)
[coronet]
.z.;
[-distributed]
III
root j- cons]
~ [cson][-~ppro :< Jor -cavuy
( -Place
I
[coronal ]
(-a~[+di5tributed)
Iv
root (+cons ]
~-",n )-appmx]oral-ca..·ity
laryngeal ~
I <PIA"<,I [+conlinuanlJ{+volce} [coronal )
+anleriorJ
[cdistributed]
C-Plact:
I[coronal)
r----
[-anterior] (+distributed)
3n
I1fI IdIJ
root [+co ns] ~t [+oons)
I [cson] [-son][-approx] laryngeal (-approx]
oral-cavity J l-cavny
C.P~ (+\1 eel c.~
I j-econtinuarul [ccentinuant] I [+oontJ [ccont]
([coronal]) ((coronal])
I I .([-antenaTJ) ( [-antena TI)
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c-Tace
([coronal])
lei
root {- consJ
- son]
j-epprox]
[-lateral)
0"1 cavity
c-r1ace
([oorona11)
C-Pace
Iwl
root [coons]
I
(+sonJ
[+approx)
oral-cavity
Iyl
'rq ·,nn,)[+5On)
[vapprox]
o"raV;IY
C-Placc
I([coronal]) [labial]
Figure4. Underlying representations for adult Englishconsonants
Although vowels will not bediscussed in the present study, the feature geomet ry for
vocoids is shown in Figure 5:
[esc norant]
root [eappmximaru]
l'tvocoidl
oral ~av ity ~
t
[continuant]
C- lace
V alic
~ Aperture
v -place ~
~'h;) [ elow] [ , ATR)[labial] [coronal]
[dorsal]
Figure 5. Feature geometry for vccoid s (mod ified from Clement s & Hume. 1995.
p,292)
In Figure 5, a vocalic node depends from the Oplace node. which in tum dominates the
v-place and aperture nodes . The v-ptacenode also dominate s the features [labia l].
[coronal]. and [dorsal] (vowel place features ). The aperture node defines vowel height
and the feature ATR refers to advanced tongue root
3J
2. I . I Defau lt [coronal]
Coro nal is the unive rsa lly unm arked de fault place of anicu ialion [Bern hard t, 1992a.
p. 510). There are several pieces of evidence to suppo rt thai this is the case {Kenstowicz,
1994. pp. 516-521) . First. co ro nal appear s to bethe most com mon place of articulation in
human languages. Also. when neutralization processesoccur. it appears that phonemesof
other places of articulation tend to becomecoronals more often than coronals become
labials or do rsals In addi tion. when rules of epenthesis occur. coro nal is a frequent place
of art icul ation of the epe nthet ic co nsonant. Corona ls co mbine wit h labials and velar s or
other co ronals to form co nsonant clusters more ofte n than consonants of other places of
art iculatio n. Fina lly. coronals undergo place assim ilatio n more ofte n than labia ls or
vela rs
The fact that corona l is the univer sally unmarked place ofarticulation can be
describ ed by assigning them the most minimal structure. namel y a bare place node
(Kenstowicz. 1994. p. 517) . A default ru le would then assign coronal 10 a bare place node
at a late stage in the derivation if no other feature has been assigned via contextual
spre ading from anothe r conso nant:
Place ~ Place
I
Corona l
Figure 6 . Underlying and surface structure for coronal place of art icula tion
tKensrowicz, 1994. p. 507)
2.1 2 Underspecification
As indicated by the previous discu ssion of[corona1]. models of feature geometry
often assume that not all features are specified in the underlying representa tions.
Redu ndant information is filled in via default rules (Kenstow icz, 1994. p. 511). Although
there are opposing theories of undenpttification (cf. Archangel i. 1984; Clements. 1988;
Steriade. 1987) mOSI agree lhat sonceenrs are underlyingly unspecified for [evcice ] and
coronals are underspecifled for the [coronal] place feature. For a discussion of
underspeciflcation in child speech. see Stee l-Gammon & Stemberger (1993)
2. I.J Acquisition of feature geometry
\1y assump tion is that the order of acquisition of features is determ ined by their
positio n in the feature geometry (Bernhardt, 1992a. p. 273): features at higher bels in
the hierarchy will be acquired first; more deeply embedded features. such as those
domi nated by the place node.will be learned later.
I assume that children come to the language learni ng situa tion with a set of dela ult. or
universa lly unmarked . features . I also assume thaI children can only produce segmen ts
that can be realized with a minimal alOOUnt of struct ure. and thai lhey have a small set of
defaults that fill in the missing structure (Bernhardt. 1992a. p. 274). Input from the
language being acquired confirms the prese nce of these default features and alsoprovides
positive evidence for the acquisitio n of more complex feature s. Sufficient input evidence
tor marked features results in the marked features being encoded as pan of the under lying
phono logical representation of the target language (Bern hardt. 1992a, p. 274). Rice &
Avery (1995. p.J 5) provide an example of how development would proceed under the
place node The first distinct ion a child leams may be between corona l and non-coronal
place. The child then develops the distinction between the coronal and labial place node .
Finally. a three-way distinction is acquired and the child now differentiate s between the
coronal. labial and dorsal places of articulation .
Phonological analysis begins at around age 1;6 (Fee. 1995. p. 52). Previous to this
time. during the acquis ition of the first fifty words. children learn words as whole units
However. their vocabularies eventually become too large and some type of
organizational system must intervene; it is at this time that phonological anal ysis begins
According to Fee (1995. p.50). following Archangeli and Pulleybank (1986) and
Piggott ( 1990). the following set of phonological rules are provided by Universa l
Gramma r (UG) . I have added an additional rule shown in (JOd)
(J O) {a) spread a
(b) deiink a A
I
A B
V
q A B
I
Icl insert a A B q A
I I I
a, a, a,
(d) delete a t rq (
a, aJ a, aj
The spreading rule allows the possibility that a feature or node may be shared by two
different segments through the addit ion of an associatio n line between the feature or node
and a segment. The delinking rule recognizes the fact that a feature can remain unreal ized
ifan assoc iat ion line that links it to a segment is deleted . The insen ion rule allows an
assoc iat ion line or a new feature to beadded to the representat ion. Finally, the deletion
rule accounts for circumstances where an entire segment is deleted in production
Rice & Avery (1995) also posit a theory of segmental acquis ition based on feature
geometry . According to their model, as well as the models of Bemhardt and Fee. initially
the child has an impoverished or Minimal struct ure. The inventories are built up
rnonronicatlv.or in a step-by-step fashion. The introduction of new feature contrasts
results in segmental elaboration as more comp lex segments are added to the geometry tc f
Rice & Avery. 1995, p. 35). In this model. acquisi tion occurs along a predetennined
pathway under each organ izing node. For example, under the place node the first
distinction learned is between coronal and peripheral .
While there is a predetermined order of acquisition within each organizing node.
Rice & Avery' s theory does allow for variable learning paths . For example. one child
may learn the distinct ions within the place node first, while another child may first learn
the distinctions under the laryngeal node. Their theory also recognizes individual
variability in the form offavorite sounds (referred to above as systematic sound
prefe rences) and frequency effects . Children 's favorite sounds are found in places where
there is a bare place node; the children add a certain feature in all of the time. such as
[labial] indicating a preference for labial sounds. These default sounds have no
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phonological relevance and are just the child ' s perso nal preference. The role o f frequenc y
effec ts is demonstrated by the different sounds found in early babbling and first words of
children from varying linguist ic backgrounds . For example, more coro nal sounds may be
heard in the babbling ofan Englis h chi ld than a child acquiring a language thai con tains
fewer coronal sounds
Rice & Avery 's theory is similar 10 the theo ries posited by Fee (1995) and
Bernhardt ( I992a). All three theories pos it that children have an initial state Fee
recognize s that this is provided by UG. Rice & Avery assume that under each organi zing
node there is a predetennined pathw ay for developm ent. This is not the case for the other
theories. although all recognize that the default . or unmarked . features are acquired first
and the more complex contrasts are learned through expo sure to the target language . In
all three theories segmenta l inventories are built up as a function of the acquisitio n and
elaborat ion of more complex features.
In terms of development. the default segm ents are the segments that have minimal
underlying feature specificatio n (Bern hardt & Steel-Gammon, 1994. p. 133). These are
the segmen ts that are acquired early in the phonological acquisitio n process. Thus./h1 and
m are the likely defaults for Eng lish. since they have tinle structure in the underlying
representat ion. They are composed only of laryngeal features and therefore become
defaults lor segments that are composed of specified features . which have yet to be
acqu ired For example. children who have not developed the coronal place node will
o ften substitute a glottal stop tor Itl and Id!. For furthe r discussion of the acquisitio n of
featu re geometry see Brown & Matthews ( 1997)
2,1.4 Segmental complexity
Rice (1992, p. 64) states that the more elaborate a segment ' s structure is. the more
complex the segment is. For example. a stop is not as complex as a fricative because the
termer has less branching structure under the root node than the latter; this can be seen by
contrasting the representations of Ipl and I rJin the following example :
(3 1) Ipl IU
root mot
.i., 0 1 cavity
cJlace
crace
Jbi'IJ [+continuamJ[Ibial]
Rice also notes that the more structure present in a segment. the more marked that
segment is. According to Rice, children tend to acquire the simple segments before more
complex segme nts
2 1 5 The increased role cr representenons in nonlinear phonology
Bernhardt ( I992a. p. 26 1) notes that when a nonlinear phonological framework is
adopted. the number of rules required to analyze a child ' s phonological system is
reduced. Working within a nonlinear framework, it is assumed that a child' s phonological
system has an underlying phonological representation . As noted earlier. Bernhardt &
Steel -Gammon ( 1994) assume that that this representation acts as a filter. Bernhardt &
Stoel-Gammon suggest that information that diverges from the child 's representation is
ig nored and does not pass through the filter . For example . a child's speec h may includ e
the followi ng set of erro rs'
(32 ) toe [po] (lab ializat ion)
dog [gag] (velari zat ion)
duc k [bzk ] (lab ializat ion or fronnng]
An analytica l fram ework that emph asizes phonological ru les wou ld assu me that these
erro rs result from the processes oflabia!ization, velari zaticn. and fronting respec tively .
By contrast, in a nonlin ear framewo rk, all o f the above errors can Deexplained by
assumi ng that the child has not yet developed a co ronal nod e in her/his geo metry a nd as a
result . the bare co ronal node is filled in by other featur es for whic h s/he has a systematic
sound prefere nce . Th is is demonstrated in (33)
(33) /t. dI
(-Place
insert [labial]: [p,b]
(·Place
I
I
I
[lab ial]
In the case of ' dog ' the [dor sal] feature o f /gI spreads to the bare place node o f /d/.
an exa mp le cf velariza tion andcon sonant harmon y. Thi s is shown in (34)·
(34) IdJ /g/
C-Place (-Place
I
[dorsal}
This child wou ld also have di fficulty pronounci ng a comp lex coro nal segme nt such as lsi
which has the structu re shown in (35a). Since the child canno t produce the feature
[coro nal). v he may produce a segment such as [h] as shown in (35 b) as a default [hJ is a
simpler segme nt in thai it has no place feat ures and therefore only requires a bare place
node
(35)(a ) lsi root
or! l cavity
~"i"U'''1
TOO'
[coro nalJ
[-a~'distributed l
22 Prosodic Theory
(b)[h] Toral cavity
~nti"U.nt l
C-Place
Child ren co me to the language learning process equ ipped with an innate prosod ic
struct ure. which is a CV syllable shape (Bernhardt , 1992a, p. 126) Children may also
have a birnc raic minimal word. namely CVV (Bernhardt & Gilbert. 1992, p. 116 ). As
children are exposed to the input from the language they are learning, they gradually
build up all o f the langu age specific sy llable and word shapes. such as CVe. cvcv
and Ce e V
UG provides a set of rules for building prosodic structure (Fee. 1995). A set of
rules for building the core syllable (a d of the languag e as well as a set of rules tor
building the minimal word (wdm;,,) are provided by VG (cf Fee, 199 5, pp. 52~3). At the
earl iest stages of phonological acqu isition the child can only produ ce a monomoraic core
syllable (CV) . A mora is a unit of syllable weight . However, only the moraic segments.
namely vowel s and rhyme consonants, are obligatory . As acquisitio n progresses.
language specific rules whic h allow complex onsets. coda consonant s, and comp tex
vowels are learned by the child.
Normally. the minimal word contains one bimora ic foot consisting of at least two
morae (Wdm,n=F=h..lj.l» (McCart hy& Prince. 1995. P. 32 1). Because the minimal word
contains two mone.the child initia lly builds this wo rd with two monomoraic syllables of
the 'v pe shown in Figure 7(a), Before the child can build the minimal wo rd with
bimcraic svlbbles. :w11e must acquir e the language spec ific rules that allow syllables to
contain more than one mora . As acquisition proceeds. therefore. children will learn to
produce words that conta in long vowels (7b). diphthongs. and codaconso nants (7c )
Children of all lingui stic background s learn to produce wo rds containing more than three
syllables relat ively late in the languag e acquisition process since such syllables are more
productivel y comp lex
('J~
C V
(b) IV
c V
(e)
;f-1
eve
Figure 7. Developing syllable structu re for children ' s minima l words
The theo ries posited by Bernhardt (1992a) and Fee ( 1995) are simi lar in that they
bot h assume that children are equipped wit h a limited amount of prosod ic structure at the
initial state of phooo log ical acqu isition, that being a CV syllable temptate . As children
are exposed to input from the target language they gradua lly build up all of the languag e-
spec ific prosod ic structure. f or funher discussion of the acqu isitio n of prosodic structure
seeKehoe& Steel-Gammon (1997).
~ .3 Tier Interaction
Although nonl inear phono logy presupposes autono mous tiers (prosodic 'I S
segme ntal), some interac tion does occu r between tiers (Bernhardt & Steel -Gam mo n.
1994 . p. 133), Even if a child has acquired the segme ntal inventory of his or her
language. speech prod uctio n may 001 reflect this because of the child ' s prosodic
constraints Thus. segments can on ly be rea lized in the syllable positions that have been
acqu ired For example. a child may hav-eacquired the segments I!) I and 13 I. At the same
time. slhe may not have acqu ired a syllable template invernory that includes coda
consonants. Therefore. since If),3' only occur in codaposit ions in English. they would
not beheard in the child ' s speech product ion
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter the developmental implications of nonlinear phonology have been
discuss ed. Working within a nonlinear phonol ogical framework. it is assumed that
children have an innate, incomplete phonologi cal representa tion in place at the beginning
of phono logical acquisition . This represe ntation is based on the unmarked or default
features and prosodic templates that are provided by UG. As children are exposed to
input from the language they are acquiri ng. language specific, marked aspec ts are added
to their inventories. Hierarchical representat ions suggest that informati on can beacquired
from the segmental and prosodic tiers independe ntly, and there is also some tier
interact ion during phonologica l acquisition,
In this study the nonlinear framewor k will beused to analyze the phonological
systems of two children with deviant phonological development
3 0 Methodology
3 I Subjects
Data for this study wasobtained from two previous studies (Gru nwell & Yavas,
1988 and Miccio & Elbert , 1996) which focused on the speech panerns and interve ntion
of phonologically disordered children
The first subject fo r the study (Gru nwelJ & Yavas. 1( 88) was a 9~Oyear-old
monolingu al English speaking male (Graha m). Graham ' s difficul ties included
pronunciation problems , characteris tics co mmo nly assoc iated with a genera l language
impairment, and majo r problems in all areas of schoo l curric ulum. He did, however . have
normal hearing for speech and was well adjusted socially.
The second part icipa nt for the stud y (Miccio & Elbert. 1996) was a 3A year-old
fe male Eng lish speaking female (Stacy). This child was referr ed to a speech-language
pathologist for a phono logica l assess ment following a large- sca le preschool
develo pmental screening process . Thedevelo pmental scree ning indica ted normal
attainment of sensorimotor milestones suc h as sitting, craw ling, and walking .
She showed no signs o f health prob lems and hadno docu mented history of hearing
prob lems. According to her mother, she bega n producing recogniza ble wo rds at around
ten months of age and sentence production began at around two years ofage. Her mother
first noticed her speec h de lay somew here between the age o f two and three years old. Her
sister (ag e 5;6) was also diagnosed as phonologicall y disordered while her brother (ag e
1;0) had no identifiab le speech delays. Stacy was aware of her uninte lligibi lity and
became frustrated when others had difficulty understanding her speech
32 Assessment
Graham was assessed using the PACS: language Elicitation Materials (Grunwell ,
IQ(1 ). This lest contains 200 picture cards thai illustrate 200 words. The elicitation of
these words provides a sample of segments in the syllable and word positions where they
occur in target language. The child was shown each picture in a naming task and in
addition to providing the name c f the picture was asked for a brief descript ion of the
picture The data gathered by Grunwell & Yavas (1988) contains only one mode led
response dinosaur whereby the individual implementing the test pronounced the word
and Graham repeated it. For further details of data collection see Grunwell & Yevas
(1988)
Several standardized tests were used to assess Stacy' s general language and
phonological abilitie s. such as the Oral Speech Mechanism Screening Examination
Revised (St. l ouis & Ruscello. 1986). the American National Standard s Inst itute (ANSI)
Hearing exam (American National Standards Institute, 1(69), the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test-Revised (PPVT.R) (Dunn & Dunn. 1981). and the Test of Early
Language Development (TEl D) (Hreskc , Reid. & Hammill , 1(8 1). Results of these tests
indicated normal hearing for speech and showed no general language delays. Stacy
exhibited good comprehension abilities and had no difficulty following directions during
testing. Due 10the unintelligibilit y of her speech, she was not given a standardized lest 10
assess narrative language skills. It was also noted that her participation in conversation
was minimal during testing. Two measures were used for phonological assessment . On
the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation (Goldman & Fristoe , 1986) she made 57 error s,
placing her in the > I percentile for her age group. To obtain a more comprehensive
measure of her phonological abi lities, a I04-item subset ofa probe developed by Gierut
( 1985) was administered. Inthis measure, children are given the opport unity, through a
picture -naming task to pronounce all of the English consona nts in the position in which
they occur (prevocalically , intervocal ically and postvocalica lly) in single words. Data
from this measure was reana lyzed in the present study using nonlinear phonolog y.
40 Analysis and Discussion
In this chapter the phonological systems of Graham and Stacy are analyzed
For each data sample. tile analysis is divided into three sections segme ntal analysis ,
prosodic analysis . and tier interactio n
4 I Analysis of Graham' s Phonology
4 L I Segmental analysis
Based on the data from Grunwe ll & Yaves (1988) . Graham ' s phonetic inventory
is represented in Table 2
Table 2. Graham ' s Phonetic Inventory.
Labia l
"'!>K>- Inter- Ah 'rolar Alveo- Velar Gloltal
"'"w ","ul """"Slop
vecetess p 1 k ,V""'" b d .
Frical iu:
vcccsess r ,. I hV""'" ,
Alfricale
voccless rV""'"
"""'I m "L od 1
"AJrO,,;j. .
"""'
Through analysis of the segmental inventory in Table 2. it was determined thai
Graham 's feature geomet ry for each of the segments in his invento ry is as follow s
/,/
[+consJ
root [-son]I [eapprox]
oral-cavity
c-t""[Ia ial]
fbi It! Idl
[+co ns] [+0005) [+0005)
root [-son] root [-son) A -son)
./1 [-approx) I[-approx] -approx)
/ o~al-a.vity oral-cavity ural-cavity
laryngeal I I laryngeal II (·Place C-Place I (-Place
[+voice) [lat al} ([corJ nalJ) [e-veice] « (co~onal])
IkJ [eccns]
r9o, [-son)
,I [-apprc x]
oral-cavity
I
C· Place
I
{dorsal]
Ig/{+cons]
ADO [-son][capprox]oral-cavity
laryn gea l I
I ( -Place
[+vdicel I
[dorsal)
fl ' !hi [+cons]
root [+consI rT.1 [-sonI
[-son] (-approx]
(-appro x] oral-cavity
<,
[+contJ
ItI [+cons]
root (-son]
ora~_c!:~rtOxJ
c_~'"[econr]
[labial]
lv/ [+cons)
;:]
t [-so n]
[-approx)
O~-<aVitYlaryngeal
I
-Place
[ ont]
[labial]
[+voice ]
Is/ [+cons]
root [-son]
(-approx)
o --cavity
( ·Place
1 [+cont)[cora al}
[+al teriorl
IfI
[e cons]
root [-son]I [vapprox]
oral-cavity
ef~[+cont]
[coronal]
[. adteriorl
1m!
(+cons]
root [+500)/'1 [capprox]
/ or~kavilY
[-0"1 I
efl".
(la bial]
I~
;1' [+' 0"'1[+500][-apprcx]
orel-caviry
[+1"1 I
C-Place
I
([ coro nal})
111
[+cons]
root [-son]I [capprox]
oral-cavity
InJ
I- cons]
rool [....son)/1 [-approx]
/ o~-cavity
[vnas] I
C(lace
« coronal])
Iwl
toot (+cons)
I (+"'01{+approx}
OraljC3vitY
C·Place
I
[labial]
Figure 8. Graham 's feature geomet ry for acquired segm ent s
Figure 8 represents the features which Graha m had acqui red at the time o f testing . The
mini mum number of Featu res have been included in these trees to capture Graha m' s
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segmental inventory. For example, Graham has acquired the features necessary to
contrast l si and III , but does not have the co ntrast betwee n lsi and 181. Therefore, the
feature [eanterior] has been included in I~ trees in Figure 8, but the feature
[ edistn buted ] does not appear in the representation of the acquired fricatives. Thus, the
child's representations are impoveris hed as com pared to the adult representat ion. The
segment [;j has been omitted from this figure and is discussed on page 54 A co mparison
of Figure I. a fully developed adult feature geometry, and Figure 8 indicates that
Graham ' s inventory was not fully developed . The [ edistributed] contrast was not found
in Gra ham's inventory. In addition, /ffl is not specified for place as it is the only affr icate
in Gra ham's inventory and therefore has no others to contrast with. As can be seen in the
representations. all nodes of the feature geometry of English were in place. The feature (+
approximate] was not fully developed as the approxi mate IjI was not found in Gra ham' s
inventory . (However . it should be noted that this conclusion is somewhat tenuous as Ij l
was only targeted in one instance in which case it was deleted) . The feature [evcice] ,
while fairly well developed for stops, was also not fully acquired by Graha m at the time
of testing. This conclusion is based on the fact that with the except ion of Iv /. no other
voiced fricatives or affricates were present in the segmental inventory while the voice less
fricatives and affricates of the same place of articulation had been acquired . Also. the
voiced velar stop IgJwas not produced with the same consistency as the other stops . The
feature [+nasal] had been fully developed although the velar nasal '!J I is absent. The
absence of the velar nasal is due to Graham's syllable structure constraint against coda
consonants. the only position in which this segment appears in English. This will be
discussed further under the analysis of tier interact ion
An ana lysis o f the phonetic inventory and the feature geometry reveal that
Graham had fully acq uired the labial and corona l stops Ip,b,t.d/ and the voice less ve lar
stop IV . Graham made several errors, however, when the voiced velar stop Igi was
targeted; for exa mple. IgI was prod uced as a [d] in the ta rget word given in (36)
(36 ) 'girl' [dE)
root [cson]
l arynge~
I C-P',a'e
l-voice] I
I
(coro nal]
In this word. the dorsal place featu res were not real ized . That is, there is a bare place
node . To fill in structure under the C-Place node , Graham inserted a default co ronal
featu re. In ano ther example, lgI was phonetica lly realized as min the word ' sugar'
Uufal as illustrated in the following exa mple:
(37 ) If] IgI
x xL--- --- -f
'l l[o",nl
oral cavity
c_p~I [s-cent ]
[coronal]
I
[-anterior)
'illo",nl
Ior~caVitv
lary\ yeal I .
[evoice]
C~Place
I[dorsal]
In this example. all features of the first consonant IJI were spread 10the consonant Igj
thereby causing it to be realized as UlAll features of Ig/ were then delinked
The feature [+continuant) was found in Graham 's feature geometry. However.
with the exception of tvt, the only fricatives and affricates in the inventory were
voiceless. The voiceless [vcont inuant] segments of all places of articulatio n were present
with the exception of the voiceless interdental fricative 161.This fricative. as well as its
vo iced counterpart IJ I were missing from Graham 's invento ry: from this we can
co nclude that Graham did not have the feature [ s distributed ] in his feature inventory . The
lack of voiced fricat ives and affricates in the segmental inventory was the result of the
feature [...voice] not being fully acquired in combination with the feature [econtinuant]
not being completely developed in Gra ham' s inventory . The resu lt is that the segments
"1z.11,3,d3fwere not found in Graham' s segmental inventory. Graham compensated for the
absence of these segments in several ways . In one word containing the segment zz/, he
replaced it with [s}. In this case, all features of the substituted segment matched with the
exception of the underdeveloped voicing features as in (38):
(38) ' zebra' [sa7]
Root[· son]
oral~I [ +contJ
C·Place
11 I also was nOI found in Graham's segmental Inventory nor was its voiceless counterpart
leI. As mentionedabove. these fricatives are absent due to the fact that Graham did not
have the coronal feature [ edistributed] at the time of testing. The voiced interdental
fricati-..e ( 8 / was found to be realized as [d] as in the following example:
(.N) ' t hat' (da?]
Root [-sonl
laryn~
J OralCavity
[vvoice] I
C-Place
In this example. the features [+cominuam} and [cdistnb uted] were not realized and as a
result the segment was realized as voiced coro nal stop <[dJ). Meanwhile . the ·voice tess
interdental frica tive IBI was realized as [f] . a labial fricative , in the target word ' thumb'
[tAl. This represents a case of labialization whereby Graham inserted the [labial] feature
under the C· Place node , thereby producing a labial fricative rather than the targeted [cor,
-distr ] fr icative. as she .....n in the next example. This examp le illustrates a systematic
sound preference for [labial} sound s·
HO ) ,e;
rrt H onl
mal -cav ity
c ~
1 [s-ce nt ]
[labial]
lh e vo iceless alveopala ral fricat ive If! was realized correct ly in most instances where it
was ta rgeted except for when prosodic constraints prevai led (d iscussed in more deta il
below] . The one except ion was found in the target word ' shaving' which was produced as
' +a7]. Here. II I was replaced by a latera l frica tive which shares the c-ptace features and
the fea ture [eco ntinuant ] with the segment in question . Furthermo re. this segment . whose
representation is shown in the next example. is not pan of the English consonanta l
inventory . As noted in an earlier chapter it is common for phonologically disordered
children to produce segments which are not pan of the language being acquired
(41) 1; 1
rOOI {-son]
l'r+lateralJ
oral-cav ity
c~
[s-cent]
In addition, the voiced alvecpalaral fricati ve 1.3 I was not present in Graham 's inventory
at the time of testing . This is due, in pan , to the fact that in English this segment occurs
exclusive ly in syllable coda position, a position which was very underdeveloped by
Graham at the lime of testing. The voice less alveopalatal affricat e Iffl was found in
Graham ' s inventory . One example where it was not realized correctly is in the target
word 'church' [ta1]. In this example, the [+continuantJ portion of the affricate was not
realized resulting in a stop. This "process" is traditiona lly known as deaffrication
(42 1 /1f'-+[1J
Root [+cons]
I
Ora[~ ~c.Jlac~~
[-continuant][ +continuant]
The voiced alveopalatal affricate lay was also missing from Graham ' s phonetic
inventory. In some instances it was realized as ldl, as in the target word 'jam' [da]. This
is due to the non-realization of the (+continuant] part of the affricate . This is another
se
example of deaffrication,equivalent to the above example where11[1is realizedas ltl
Converse ly, in the target word ' hedgehog', Id5I was produced as (If], yielding the word
(3lfo7). This resulted from Graham choosin g ttteunmarked voiceless laryn geal feature
rather than the feature [+voice) as shown in the next exa mple. Since Graham produced an
affricate in this case it may be assumed that he is in the process of acquirin g affricat es
(4 l ) IdY.... {If]
Laf~",ona",a' J
Or~
C.P[~e
[vcontinuantJ[-conunuam]
[+voiceJ
The fricative fhJ was present in Graham ' s phonetic inventory. When targeted . ifil was not
produc ed correctly it was deleted . as demo nstrated in the pronunci ation of the example
word ' hedgehog' discussed above
The fea ture (+appro ximant) had been partially establi shed. The segment Iwf was
acquired at the time of test ing while the segment fJl was not. However, this segment was
only targeted in one word Indian and in this instance Ijl was deleted . This was not a good
target word since [mdjan] or (Ind3an] is the common pronunc iation . There fore . the data
sample is not conclus ive as to whether or nol fjl had been acquired at the time of testing
Onl y one of two liquids were present in Graha m' s invent ory at the lime of testing
The feature [+Iate ral) had been acquired. as was evident from the correct realization of
"target words in which the segment fIJ occurred; for example ' lamp' which was produ ced
as [Ia]. In add ition the lateral fricati ve l i t. althoug h not pan of' the English consonant
inventory, was also fou nd in the data sample, for example. in Graham 's prod uct ion of the
ta rget word ' sledge' as [; t 1]. This is an exampl e of blendin g or coalesence . which is
disc ussed be low in (60) , The liquid segment Irl, on the other hand. was not found in
Graham ' s inventory. When tergeted. u was prod uced as [w] indicatin g that the
[eccnsc nantal] feature was not in place for this segment, thereb y yie lding an approxima nt
substitutio n.
The glotta l stopnl was co mmonly found in G raham ' s speech sample as a
subst uio n for other co nsonants which had not been acquired . This process is referred 10
as glottal substitution. As noted in an earlier chapter. this segment is a co mmo n sou nd
preference in the speech of childr en with dela yed phonological development due to its
case of product ion presumabl y result ing from its lack of structure; the only feature
cont ained in this seg men t is [+consonantal). This structure is shown below alo ng with
several exampl es from Graham 's spee ch sample where he produces this segment
(44) m
Root [e cc nso nantal]
"lipstick' [la1a ]
"milk " [mr1]
"skipping " [kI1}
In su mmary. all feature geometry nodes were present in Graham ' s inventory at
the time of test ing . The features which were not well established were the Root node
feature [vapproximare], the Laryngeal node feature [e voice] for non-stops, the coro nal
contras t [edist ribured], and the [e lateral] contrast for IV and Irl
Several of Graham's errors could be predicted by feature geomet ry theory. For
example. in (38), the feature [v vcice] has been replaced by j-voice] . a lesser marked
form . and therefore more commonly found in children 's inventories
~ 1.2 Prosodic analysis
Graham' s syllable and word shape inventory appeared to lag behind his segmental
development. In fact many of the segmental errors he made were the result of segments
which were acquired being targeted in prosodic environments which he had yet to
develop
In Graham's production of the 170 target words that were used during testing, 118
(694% ) of his productions matched the target word in terms of the number of syllables
per word, Of the 118 word s that matched the target word for the number of syllables 97
(82,2 % ) were monosyllabic words, 19(1 6.1%) were disyllabic words, and 2 ( 1.7%) were
trisyllabic words
~ . 1 2 , I Syllable and word template inventory
In the speech sample test, there were 252 syllables targeted. Of these 252
syllables, only 6 1 (24.2%) of Graham ' s syllables matched the syllable template that was
targeted Of the syllables which were of the correct shape 34 (55.6%) were eve
syllables. 2 1 (34.4% ) were CV shaped syllables. 4 (6.6%) were VC syllables, and 2
(3.3%) were comprised of a simple vowel. This indicates that, of the templates targeted .
the eve template was the best developed in Graham ' s syllable repertoire at the time of
testing Of the 170 words used during testing, Graham' s productions only matched the
target word templates in 27 ( \5 %) of the words. Of the matching word templates. 24
(88 1)%) were monosyllabic . 2 (7.4%) were disyllabic, and I (3 .70/0) was trisyllabic . The
word templates he produced correctly were of 5 shapes The most common was eve
which comprised 20 (741%) of the correctly matched templates. The templates Cv. Vc.
and cv.ev each accounted for 2 (7.4%) of the matching word templates, while the
trisyllabic form Cv.Cv.Cvc was only produced once; it made up 3% of the correct ly
matched word templates
In total, Graham produced \1)7syllables. There were 5 syllable templates and 13
word templates found in Graham's inventory. The first, and most prevalent , syllable and
word template was eve, which was found to beproduced 115 times; it co mprised 58.4%
of Graham's syllable inventory and was produced 101 times (59 .5%) as a word template
This syllable/word shape is composed of two morale segments: it is bimoraic. This is
illustrated below with an example word from Graham's speec h. In the representations
included in this section. the fOOl level has been omitted because it is unclear how to
analyze foot structure , given that the transcriptions from the previous studies did not
include stress
(45) T
;(~I
c v C
' bag' [b sa 11
This template meets the requirements for the prosodic word minimum as it is bimoraic
(McCan hy & Prince. 1995. p.p.J21), This explains why this template is so common in
Graham's inventory: he is favoring the syllable template which best meets the prosodic
word minimum
The second most common syllable template found was CV which was produced
71 limes. or made 36% of the syllables produced. It was also a common word template in
his inventory as it comprised 37 (21.8010) of the word shapes produced This template is
is shown below in (46)
(46 )
I
a
~
c V
'ball' [b
"" I
The bimoraic syllable shape ve. ShOWTl in the next example. was produced 6 times. or
made up only 3% of the syllable inventory of Graham's data sample while it accou nted
to r 5 (2.9%) oft he word templates produced during testing
(47)
I
a
~
~ ~
I I
V C
"eggs ' [ £ 7]
' 1
62
The template CV was more common than VC because VC violates the constraint against
syllables without an onset; that is; syllables with onsets are more favored or less marked
than syllables without onsets. The VC template meets the bimoraic word minimum
The monomaraic syllable consisting ofa simple vowel (V) made up 2% of the
syllables. or was produced 4 times during testing, Only one word (0.6%) was made up of
a single vowel In the example word in (48), only the first syllable of the word produced
is provided to demonstrate a syllable made up ofa simple vowel. (The second syllable of
the was produced but has been omitted for the purposes of this example)
(48 )
r
r
V
"hedgehog [ 01
41 :!. l , I Consonant clusters
Graham had only one syllable shape in his inventory with a complex onset. This
template was of the form CCVc. This template is bimoraic and made up only 0.51% of
the syllable inventory in Graham's speech sample; it was produced only once, Similarly,
it was produced as a word template only once, and represented 0.6% of the words he
produced
(, 3
(49 )
I
a
~I
C e v e
'pr esent' [p w ?)
Fhe lack of conson ant cluster s can be explained by a prosodic constraint again st complex
o nsets which are more marked than simple onsets (Blevins, 1995, p. 218)
Graham also showed a preference for less marked obstruent onsets over more
marked, more sonorous onset s. This prefer ence can beexp lained by the Sonori ty
Sequencing Principle (SSP) (Clements, 1990) in that the first demisyllable has a steeper
rise in sonority if the onset is an obstruen t than if the onset is a sonorant . The SSP is
discussed in more detail below, When clusters of the shape stop - liquid were targeted ,
the cluste r was realized as the stop . This is illustrated in the following example words
from the data sample:
(50) Iptl 'pla te' [pal]
Iprl ' pra":,' [pal
,b V 'blue [bu]
/bri "brick' [bIl l
/trl ' tree [IE]
i dr/ ' dress' [dE?]
IkV ' clouds' [ka ?]
Ikrl 'crash' {ka?]
Igll 'g lass' [go?]
Igrl ' grass' lsctl
When the cluster targd ed consist ed of a fricame - /;qHid sequence. the resu lting
product ion was the less sonorous fricative. This is illustrated by the fcrlowing examples
from Gra ham 's speech sample
(5 1) / flI ' flag ' (fa7)
I frl ' fridge' (fi7]
l sI! 'sleeping' (si]; ' sledge [it7]
,rerl ' three' (ti l
As can beseen from the examples given above, the fricative produced was not always the
target fricative For example, in the word ' three ' , (f) is produced . This is due to the fact
that Graham did not have the interden tal voiceless fricative in his reperto ire and (f')was
always produced as a substitute . In the word ' sledge ', the lateral fr icative was produced
lo r the target d uster Isll. This is an example of 'coa lescence ' , 'fus ion' or ' blend ing ' . The
resulting segmen t had the (+cominuant] features of the fricative and the ("'latera l]
features of the liquid, as shown below in the following diagra m
(52) 15/
Root [+consonant)
I
Oral Cavity
c~
l+ron linu an_1
N
ROOI (+consonantal}
1 +I.te~
Oral Cavity
Jplace
(+)
Root l-consonantal]
1 + 1.lr~
Oral Cavity
c. lace
I+contin ua nt l
When the cluste r targeted was africati ~'f! . .vop cluster . such as the ones in (53 ). the stop
was retained in Graham's pronunciation. Graham appeared 10 prefer stops. as is evident
from the examples of slopping in the following examples
(S3) / stI ' star' [lo r)
Ispl 'spade ' [pc?)
Isk! 'sc hool' [ku7]
When the target 'W-ord contained afri calill: • "asal cluster the fonn produced varied. As
can be seen in the next example, when the nasal in the d uster was Iml. the word began
with (mi . However. when the cluster was a fricative + In!, the results differed. In one
instance [n] was produced while in anot her target word it was the fiicati..e Isl ihal
remained. The following data SCI illustrates the resultsof largClinga fricative+ nasal
cluster
(54 ) IsmJ ' smoot h' [mu?]
Isnl 'snail' [nar]; 'snake' [sa?]
Finally, when word initial clusters of the sequence fricative - Slop - liquid. orfr icalil't!
"fOp . approximate were target ed. Graha m's word began with the least sonorous
segment . a word initial stop, for exa mple:
(55 ) /splJ
Ispr/
ISlrl
/skw/
' splash' [pa7]
"spring ' (pI?]
"string" (II]
' square ' (kE)
Thus. we see that. when presented with a target word containing a consonant cluster.
Graham produced the word with a singleton onset, and the onset consonant was the least
sonorous constituent of the cluster. with the exception ofjricoriw - 1IQ.'iG1 clusters
The above patterns of consona nt cluste r realization can beexp lained by the
Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP) (Clements . I990. p,185 ), TheSSP assumes the
sonority hierarchy (Clements. 1990 , p. 192) in (56)
(56 ) obstruents c nasals < liquids < glides
The SSP states that sonority rises steep ly towards the nucleus and falls gradually after the
nucleus Therefore. Graham is using the least marked onset when reducing his consonant
clusters to obstruents
While severa l words with final cluste rs were presented to Graham, none were
produced due to Graham's prosodic constraints on the production of word or syllable
final consonants, That is. Graham's syllable inventory did not include templates with
codas. This is discussed in a section 10 follow However, in one instance. the final cluster
' rt7 was targeted and Graham produced a word ending in (fl . This is demonstrated in the
following example '
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(57) ' scarf [kaf]
-t.t .z. I,2 Disyllabic words
There were seven disy llabic words in Graham's inventory . The most common
disyllabic template was CY,CY. Graham' s preferenc e for this templat e can beexplained
by the fact that it meets the bimoraic wo rd minimum and is therefore an unmarked
prosodic word. Nine (5.3% ) of the words Graham prod uced were of this form. This word
template is illustrated in the next example. However. this target word is a compound so it
is possible that Graham considered this form to betwo morp hological words .
( 58 )
' rainbow' [w
v c v
01
The next most common common disyllabic word template found in Gra ham's speec h
sample was CV.C YC which made up 3.5%. or 6, of the words he produced . This is
shown in the next exampl e
(59 )
'motorbike' [m 7]
The template evc .cv madeup J (1.8%) of Graham ' s words. This templateis
demons trated in(60)
c
"pyjamas " [p
v c c v
']
The templates shown in lhe two previou s examples are trimoraic wo rds. Thesedo 1101
occur frequ ently in Gra ham' s speech because hehas 1101 deve loped the more complex
word templates which contain more structure than the minimum prosodic word
Gra ham produc ed 2 words with a Y,CY template ( 1.2% ofthe words produced
were o f this form) . This form hasan unmarked prosodic word temp late but a marked
syllable template since the first syllable has no onse t , The structure o f this word template
is as follows
(6 1)
' aeroplane'
w
-<:
r r[If
[a P oJ
The templates, [V,CYC), [CYe ,CYC), and [VC.CVJ were each prod uced only once :
each comprised O.M/, cf tbe words produced . They are illustrated in the next three
examples
(6 2)
70
"hedgehog ' [a J)
The example in (63) is also a compound and may also be considered as two prosodic
words
(63)
.r:
a a
frj ;t1
eve eve
"toothbrush' JJ
(64 )
0
v c c V
"under ' [. aJ
-k I .2 13 Trisyllabic wo rds
Graham produced only 2 trisyllabic words (only 1.2% of the words produced
were trisyllabic) both of the shape CV.CV.CVc. This template is illustrated below
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(65) ~
a a a
I, I, Ifi
'roundabout'
c
[w
v c V ev e
• 7J
4,1.2.2 Syllable deletion
As alread y discussed . the majority of words Graham produced were
monosyllabic. In the majo rity of instances, when multisyllabic words were targeted, the
syllable co rresponding to the weak. or unstressed. syllable in adult English was deleted
Of the 64 disyllabic words targeted, 46(7 1.9%) were produced as monosyllables . There
were 9trisyt labic words of which only 2 (22.2%) were produced as trisyllabic . Five of
the words, or 55,6% were produced as disyllabic words while 2 (22 .2%) were produced
monosyllabically, Graham typically deletes the weakest syllable of the target word. This
process is illustrated in the next set of examples where the under lined portion of the word
is the weak syllable that was deleted. The diagrams in this example represent the adult
word templates. In the case of , bucket ' the weak syllab le is the second syllable and this
syllable was deleted by Gra ham due to the fact that the target word was trimora ic and he
had not fully mastered this com plex word type at the time of testing . In his production . he
added a coda co nsonant 10the end of the first syllable. perhaps indicating that he was
aware that another syllable followed but unable 10produce it. In the case of ,motorb ike '
the second syllable. which is the rightmost syllable of the first foot and therefore the
weak syllable. was deleted
(66a) ' bu~ [bA7)
-:>:
Ir m
c v c v c
( b) ' mO!Q."'ik~
)r Ir 111
c v cv c v c
In summary. Graha m's prosodic tier was underdeveloped at the time e f testing
His prod uct ions tended toward s the universally unmarked syllable and word templat es
For example. his most common product ion was eve. This is a bimoraic form and
therefo re meets the requirements for the minimal prosod ic word and is a relati vely
unmarked syllable templa te. He produced forms of the shape ev more frequently than
VC beca use the latter form does not have an onset consonant and is therefo re a marked
syllable template , His disyllabic productions were mainly bimoraic, such as Cv.Cv in
which each syllable had an onset consonant , More complex word forms, such as
trimoraic words, were not found frequen tly in Graha m's inventory. He was not able to
produce complex onsets and had a limited number of syllable- and word- coda
consonants . The interactio n of bimoraic word and syllable templates favored eve and
eV syllables
4 1.3 Tierinteraction
Analysis of Gra ham's speech sample indicates that different segments and
features were acquired in different prosodic positions . Graham's inventory was best
develo ped in word initial (WI) position , The following Table represents the segments that
appear in word initial position in Graham' s speech sample
Table 3. Graham's WI Phonetic Inventory
Labial Labio- Inter- Alveolar Arceo- Vela r Glottal
denial Denta Palatal
I
Stop
Voiceless p t k 1
Voiced b d
Fricativ e
Voice less f d J h
Voiced
Affricatc
Voiceless ~
Voiced
N=I m n
Li uid I
Appro\ i-
"Mate
ts
Ta ble 3 illustrates that Graham ' s word initial phonetic inventory matched his
overall seg mental inventory seen in Table 2. Graham 's contrastive feature geomet ry for
word initial posi tion is shown in the next Figure:
[esc norant]
leconsonam]
eapproximate]
[enasal]
[±laterall
Lal ngea,
[ evcice]
[labial )
Figure 9 . Graham's WI feature geometry
[coronal]
I
[ eantericr]
(dor sal]
Close exa mination of Graham ' s WI feature geomet ry reveal s that it is equivalent
to Graham 's overall feature geometry given in Figure 8 which indicates that this position
is verv well developed
The followi ng Table represents Graham ' s phonetic inventory in Syllable initial
within word posit ion (SIWW)
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Table 4. Graham 's SIWW Phonetic Inventory.
Labial Labio- Inter- Alveolar Ajveo- Velar Glottal
dental Denial Palatal
Stop
Voiceless p ,
Voiced b d
Fricative
Voiceles s s
Voiced ,
Affricate
voiceless
Voiced
Nasal m
Li uid
Approxi-
Male
As can be seen in Table 4, this prosod ic position was not as well developed as word
init ial position Furt hermore . while severa l segments occurred in this position, none of
them were prod uced correct ly every time they were targeted The followi ng diagram
rep resents the contrast ive featu res which have been part ly established in SIWW posit ion
Root [esonorant]
[e co nsonantal]
[a nasal]
Laryngeal
[±vbiCC]
or~ty
C\lace~
A [ acontinuant]
[Iabfal] \
([coronal])
Figure 10. Gra ham 's SIWW feature geo metry
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The features [alateral], [do rsa l], and [ eappro ximant] were completely absent in thi s
position , as were the corona l place featu res [e anterior] and [±distributcd ). There was
on ly one segmen t co ntaining the feature [+nasal]
In syllab le fina l within word pos ition (SFWW), the on ly ta rgeted segment which
was rea lized correctly was In!. The segmen t fi l occurred frequently as a subst itute for
segments which were not yet acquired . Table 5 illustrates the segments acquired in
SFWW positio n
Table 5, SFWW Se mentet tnventorv
Lab ial l.olbio- Inler- Alveolar Aheo- Velar Glottal
denial Denial Palatal
Stop
Voiceless 1
Voiced
Fncative
Voiceless
Voiced
Affricate
voice less
Voiced
Nasal
Liuid
Apprmj·
male
Figure 11 below shows Graham's syllable final within word (SFWW) contras tive feature
geometry:
Root [econsonantal]
./1 [eso norant]
[±nasall I
OrallCavity
C·P lace
Figure 11. Graham's SFWW feature geometry .
In word final posit ion, the same segments as in SFWW position were established
In add ition , in one instance IfI also occurred as a substitute for another segme nt. The
follow ing Table demonstrates Graham 's word final (WF) segmenta l inventory
Table 6. WF Segmental Irwentorv
Labial Labc- Inter- Alveolar Arceo- Velar Glottal
dental Denta l Palatal
Stop
voiceless 1
Vo iced
Fricat ive
Voiceless r
Voiced
Affricate
Voiceless
Voiced
Nasal n
Liuid
Apprcxi-
Male
Figure 12 represents Graham 's featu re geometry in word final posit ion. Since I f!
was only produced in WF positio n once, the features of which it is composed are not
represented in the contrasti ve geometry in Figure 12
Root [+sonorant]
~ [+consonant al]
[+naSall 1
Oral Cavity
I
C·Place
Figure 12. Graham 's WF feature geometry
With the exception of one case of If} and a small number oreases of In!. the only
segment that Graham consistently produced word finally was a t; this clearl y indicates
that he could not produce most featuresin this environment.n, has a minimal feature
structu re with no place features and only the root node feature [econ sonarnet] . Therefore.
although Graham was aware ofthe presence ofa consona ntal slot in coda position. he
could only produce a limited numbe r of features in this position . The fact that In! and I f!
were present in some words in the data in coda position indicates that the acquis ition of
word and syllable final conso nants was in progress but stillvery rudimentary at the lime
of testing, Other evidence was also present in Graham 's speech sample to indicate that he
perceived that there is a coda position in the target syllables even if they were not always
prod uced. Consider his production of the following target word
(67) 'pram' [pal
The nasalization of the vowel may beconsidered anticipatory assimilation of the nasal
conso nant in coda position. which indicates that heperceived (he final consonant but was
unable ( 0 produce it . Th is is not surprisi ng since children' s competence is commonly
more mature than their language performa nce at e.trIy stages of acquisition .
In summary, the word position that was bestdeve loped was WI where all
segments that had been acquired were produced . Having a fuller inventory in WI position
is a trend commo n in early language acq uisitio n. There were several segments and
features produced in SIWW position, while SFWW and Wf po sitions contained virtually
no pho netic realizations, as these environments were at an ear ly stage of deve lopment al
the time o f testing The prosodic development that had taken place seemed 10 be largely
constrai ned by marked ness cons iderations
.. 2 Analysis o f Stacy' s phonology
.. 2, I Segment al analysis
Based on the data provided by ~t iccio & Elbert ( 1996 ). the following Table
summari zes Stacy ' s phone1te inventory acro ss word positio ns, the Table summarize s her
overall phonetic inventory without taking into accou nt which seg ments had been acquired
in various syllable and word positions
Table 7. Stacy' s Phonetic Inventory
Labial Lubio- Imcr- Alveolar Aiveo- Vela r Glottal
dental Dcnta Palata l
I
Stop
Voice less p , 1
Voiced b d
Fr icativ e
Voiceless h
v oiced
Affricate
Voiceless
Voiced
Nasal m n
Li uid
Aporovi-
"
J
Mate
As indicated by Table 7, Stacy's segmental inventory was limited when compared to a
fully developed adult English phonetic inventory. Her inventory was found to be limited
to stops and nasals with the exception of one fricative (/hi) and two approximants
(lw, j/). Figure 13 represents Stacy's underlying feature geometry for each of the acquired
segments
/, /
[s-con s]
root [-son]
orallca~~~ProX]
I
CT'"
[labial]
fbI It! Idl
[+cons] [econs] [s-cons]
~t [-son) root [-son] root [-son][-approx] I [-approx] /1 [-approx]ora -cavity oral-cavity /' oral-cavity
laryngeal I I laryngeal I
I Ccplace C-place I' C-place
[+,6'''1 I I [+,1" ,, ] I
[labial] (lcoronatl) ([coronal])
nt
[+cons]
root j-son]
l-approx]
/hi
[+consJ
root (-son]
ora~_~-:i~:roXl
(Jea nt]
IrroJ
(+cons)
rool[+5Oo)
........-1 [capprox]
[+naS] I
orf-cavity
Corace
[labial]
"
101
(+cons]
foot [+son]
~ (-approx)
[+nas) I
ofr -cavity
Ctace
((cor ona l)
Iwl
[+co ns]
root (+500]
1 [s -approx ]
oral-cavity
I
c-Piace
[labial]
Ijl
(+cons}
root [s-son]I (+approx]
oral-ca vity
I
c-r1ace
([corona l])
Figure 13. Stacy' s feature geome try for acquired segments
As can be seen Hu m this diagra m, Stacy 's feature geo metry was limited at the time of
testing, The feature [e late ral] was missing. the C-Place node was restricted to the features
[labial] and [coronal]. The coronal features [ea nterio r] and [edistributed] were also
missing from her feature inventory. The C-Place feature [dorsal] was absent from Stacy's
geomet ry. The only [+contin uant] segm ent found in her inventory was the fricative !hi
T here were no other fricat ives or affricates present in her speec h sample The absence of
fricatives and affricates is due to an avoidance of segme ntal complexity. Complex
segm ents, such as fricatives and affricate s. lend to be acquired later than less compl ex
segments
The velar stops Ik, gJwere nOIpresent in her speec h sample since the feature
[dorsal] had not been acquired. Thi s cannot beattributed to segmental complexity as the
feature [dorsal] is no more complex than the other place features [labial] and (coronal)
As mentioned in a previou s section, children have differ ent learning paths; it appears that
Stacy is developing the (labial] and (coronal) node s first before her [dorsal] node . This is
shown by her production of the target IkJ in (69) , which is a case of ' fronting ' :
(68) ' soc k' [dar ]
Since she has no [dorsal } featur e, her representation would have no feature s under the
place node. To compensate for this she added a default coro nal place feature as shown in
the followi ng example
r:
Oral Ca vity
I
C· Place
I
I
[Coro~al ]
Similarly, for Ig/ she also chose a coronal defaul t as shown in the next example
(70) ' gum' [dAm]
Root [+consonantal]
L''Y"g~
I Oral cavity
[· ' 0;" 1 I
C·P lace
I
I
I
r(co ronal)
From these examples it can be inferred that when compensating for the absence of the
feature (dorsal]. Stacy inserted [coronal] as a place feature default . Therefore, (coronal)
appeared 10 be a systematic sound preference at the time of testing
Stacy' s segmental inventory contained no fricatives (with the exception of /hi) or
affricates. This is due to the fact that the feature [+continuant ) was not developed , as
demonstrated in (68) above and in (7 1)'
"(71) ' laugh' (lap)
ROO( (+c:ons]
I
Oral Cavity
c-ploco
[la ial)
Since Stacy had no [+continuant} feature the target sound If/ was produced as a labial
stop [p] which differs from IfJonly in the feature [econti nuant] . Similarly. Stacy did not
produce a tvt. as shown in the following example where the (+cominuant ) feature was
again absen t from the representation. result ing in a stop This process is traditionall y
known as "stopping".
(1 1) 'vacuum' (d.£tjum)
Iv' -' (d]
Root [· consonama lJ
Laryngea~I Oral Cavity
[r voice] I
C-Flaee
[coronal]
The interdental fricatives were also absent from Stacy 's invent ory. For exa mple, the
voiced interdental fricati ve was reali zed as a stop in the fo llowing examp le because the
featur es [s-cc ntinuant] , (:tanteriorl and [edistributed] were not in her feature inventory at
the time o f testing :
(73) ' these' [dId]
181 -+ [d]
Root [+co nsonantalj
LaryngeaTiI Ora l Cav ity
[v voice] I
C·P lace
Similarly , the co ronal fricat ives Is. zI were abse nt from Stac y' s inventory . In the next
example, the coro nal fricative lsi was realized as a coro nal stop . This is an example of
stop ping whic h invo lves realizing a fricativ e as a sto p. Stopping results from the lack of
acquisi t ion of the featu re [ec ominuant]
(74) ' dress ' [dtt]
IsI-+ [I)
Root [eccnscnantal]
I
Oral CavitvI .
C· Place
"In other cases. Stacy substituted the segment nt for segments that she hadnot yet
acquired. This is illustrated in the following example
(75 ) 'nosy' rna?i]
Iv "' [l !
Root [+consonantal]
In this example. IzJhas been realized as [1}due to the position in the word. Here, lzJ was
not in word initial position; ifir were in word initial position [d] would bean available
substitute As can be seen in this diagram. the target features t-voice). C·Placc features
and [+continuant] are mining from the representation. The only relevant feature for the
glottal stop is [+consonantal ). Since the glonal stop n, has such a simple structure. it is a
co mmon default for segme nts that have yet to beacqu ired. Thealveo palatal fricatives
were also not found in Stacy' s speech sample. This is illustrated in the following
example
(16) -sboe" [duJ
If!'" [dj
~[+consonantal l
Laryn~ \
I Ora.Cavity
[ - \·~iceJ I
C-Place
In this example as in the previous examples, the target segment is not produced as Slaty
dK1 not have the feature [+conrinuant) in her inventory . Additio nally. the featur e [+voi<:eJ
was inserted. the resulting stop is [+voice ] while the targ et fricative is [-voice]. This may
bevoicing assimilation due to the following vowel.
There were also no affiicates present at the time of test ing due to the fact that the
feature [ eccn rinuanr] was not present in Stacy' s inventory Both the voiced and voice less
alvecpalatal affricates were absent . The following example illustrates this using the
voiced alveo palatal affricate IdY"
(77 ) 'juice ' [dut]
Id!!-+ [d]
Root[eccnsonantal]
LUYr'''~Oral Cavity
[vvcice ] I
C-P1ace
I
I
(coronal]
Stacy had acquired the feature [+nasal], as all target nasals were produced
correctly with the exception of I~ I . This segment was not missing due to lack of the
feature {+nasaIJ but to the absence o f the C-Place feature {dorsal]. Graham was missing
this segment for a different reason: he had not acqu ired codaconsonants and this segment
only occurs in syllable and word final positions. How ever, Stacy had codaco nso nants at
the time of testin g. The followi ng is an example target~ coota iningthe seg ment I!J I:
(18) 'driving' (daIdI(!l
I') /-+ InJ
Root ( -scnorant I
../"1 [eccnscnaneat]
[.nasa;) I
Oral rl\ity
C· Place
I
I
I
[coro nal)
As can be seen in this exampl e, because Stac y had no [dorsal] featu re, she inserted a
de fault [coronal} feature to fill in structu re under the bare C·P lace node , resu lting in the
production o f a {coro nal] nasa l
Stacy had bo th Iwl and fjI in her inventory, ind icat ing that shehad acquired the
feature [ea ppmxi mant].
The liquid segments N and Irl were not fou nd in Stacy 's invent ory . The ir abse nce
can be attri buted to the fact that the feature [elateraf] had yet to beacquired. •1/ was
someti mes replaced by [wJ and in other cases it was de leted . Similarl y, lrlwas not found
in Stacy' s inventory and was either rep laced with [wJ o r was deleted . The feature
[s-consonantat ] had not been establ ished for these segment s and they were there for e
rep laced by segments which are (+app roxim ant]
In summary, Stacy 's feature geometry was limited at the time of testing. The Root
node feature [e lateral] was missing as were the Oral Cavity feature [+continuant) and the
Ccplace feature [dorsal). In addition, the [eanterior] and[ edistnbuted] had not been
acquired at the time of testing
..f:: Prosodic analysis
For the prosodic analysis of both Graham and Stacy data. detailed stat istics have
not been performed due to the small, qualitati ve sample size. For example . only one
('eVe syllable template was targeted by the study
Stacy' s prosodic tier was found to bemore advanced than her segmental tier. This
is retlected by the fact that she matched the 63 adult target word s for the number of
syllables present in 60 (95.2%) of her productions. These results are very different from
those seen with Graham, which supports the hypothesi s that the development of dilferent
tiers is independent
..f2.2.1 Syllable and word template inventory
Stacy' s syllable template matched the target form in 55 ortbe 89 syllables
targeted. i.e. 61 ,8% of the time. The syllables which matched the target templates were of
three shapes : 32 (58.2%) of the matching syllables were of the shape CY, 22 (40%) took
the form eye. and cevc comprised only I ( 1.2% ) of the syllable templates matched
There were 6] words targeted . Stacy's word template matched the targeted
template 30 times (47.6%). Of the correctly produced word templates. 17 (56.7%) were
monosyl labic and 13 (43.3% ) were disyllabic. The correctly produced monosyllabic
vr
templates consisted of 14 (46 .Jt'/.) eveword shapes and 3 (10-/0) CV word templates
The disyllabic templates that were produced correctly were ( V,CV which made up 8
/26 .7%) ortile matching word templates.,4 (13 .3%) were c f rbe form (v.eve. and I of
the matching wo rd templat es (26.10/0) was of tne form CV.CCVc.
In total. Stacy produced 89 syllables Her syllable inventory consisted of 5
templates and her word inventory cons isted of8 temp lates . The most frequent syllable
template in Stacy's data samp le was a CV template , which was produced 54 times; it
co mprised 58.7010 of' the syllables produced . It was.,however, rot the most common word
template. though it was produced 13 times as a word templat e (206% of the word
templates produced) , The following diagram shows the struct ure of this template
(19)
r
0
~
C V
"peach" (p
t he fact that CV was the most commo n syllable shape produced is not surprising since il
is an unmarked syllable template
The next most frequent te mplate in Stacy ' s syllable inventory was eve which
comprised 29.r/. of her inventory ; it was prod uced 26 times This temp late was the most
common word template produced . It was produ ced 16 times: 25.4% of Stacy ' s words
were of this shape. The eve word template is the more unmarked form because it is
birnoraic and therefore meet s the requirements for the minimal prosodi c word . Th is
template is illustrated below with an example word from the data-
(80 )
C
' soap' (d
v c
o pJ
The monomoraic syllable cons isting of a simple vowe l made up 8.70/0 o f the syllables
Stacy prod uced; it was produced 8 times . This is a marked syllable template as it does not
have an onset consonant. There were no words producedthat took this shape
In the example provided below, the first syllabl e of the word is the one which conformed
to the temp late in questio n:
(81 )
'hi ll y'
~{.
(I}
The bimora ic sy llable templat e VC wasproduced S limes; it made up 8.'7''/0of the
syllables and word s produced by Stacy during testing. This template was ro t produ ced
frequently because although it is bimoraic and therefore meets the requirements for the
minimal proso dic word . it does not have an onset and is therefore a marked syllable type
This is illustrated below in the following exampl e"
( 82 )
I
r-,
1 r
v c
' web' (£ b]
4.2 2. 1.1Consonant clusters
The re were several word initial consonant clusters in the target words. A few
look the shape stop - liquiJwith t he stop being Id/ and the liquid being Irl, for example
(83) ' drive' (daI l
As can be seen from this example, in a slop - liqllid sequence, the cluster was realized as
the stop, the least sonorous const ituent ofthc cluster . Anochcr cluster targeted was of the
shape fTim lin: - ."'op (1st!), for example
(84) ' star' [dO)
In this example, the stop was retained, again the least sonorous member of the d uste r
targeted. However. thc voicing characteristics were altered; the target stop is [evcice ]
while the resulting form is [e vcice]. This was the result of voicing assimilation to the
following ..-owel Another targeted duster shape wasfTicutin! • IJa'i01 Usn/). Stacy
prod uced this targeted cluster as the nasal,as in the fo llowing example
( 85) ' snowing ' (no' wtn)
Finally. a cluster ofthc formfTlca'i~"f! - liqllid was targeted (/frl) , as in the following
example
(86 ) ' frog" [dad]
The word was produced with an initial stop. Assuming tess marked, less sonorous onset s
are more desirable, the fricati ve would be expected 10 beproduced, not a voiced stop
However, since Stacy has no [+cont inuant) feature in her inventory, and therefOf'e no
fricatives, a stop is produced instead . Theresul ting stop is [coro nal) becau se the final
consonant that was targeted was (do rsal) ; Stacy did not acqu ire the [dorsal) feature and so
she insett ed a default (corona l) which assi milat ed to the word initial sto p
422. 1,2 Disyllab ic wor ds
The word template ev.cv.produced IJ times. was tbe most frequentl y prod uced
disyllabic shape in Stacy's data ; 20 6% of the words produ ce look this shape . This
template is minimally bimc raic and therefor e meet s the requ irements for the minima l
prosodi c word. making it an unmar ked form .
(87 ) w
.r-;
A> Ii>
c V
' soapy' [d
c
p
The disyllabi c wo rd te mplate ev.eve. shown in the following example. made up 11,1%
of the word templates found in Stac y' s data sample ; it was prod uced 7 times , This fonn
was not as co mmo n in her inventory because it has a more co mplex structure, as it is
trimo ra ic. Th is template is shown in rbenext example:
(88)
' pushing "
11
c V
(p v-
1ft
eve
1 n]
The d isyllabic template V,CV was found 10 make up 7.9% ofSlacy 's word te mplate
inventory; it was produced 5 lime s. This form co nta ins a marked syllable tem plate since
the lirst syllable doesn't have an onset . This template is exemplified in the following
example
(8Q)
.r-:
! It>
V c V
"hilly" [I
The disyllabic word template ev,vcomprised only 3.2 % of Stacy' s word shape
inventory; it was produced twice. This form. while bimoraic, is marked, as the second
syllable does nOIhave an onset and is therefore a marked syllable form. This template is
illustrated in the next example:
(90) w
~~~
' chair'
c
[d
v v
0)
Finally. the word templates v.eve and eve.eve were produced only once; they
comprised 1.6% of the word templates produced . These forms are comple x since they are
trimoraic. These forms are exempl ified below in the next two examples:
(9 11
O~
I Itr"I
v c v C
"laughing' I " ' J
1( 2) w
»<.
0 0
c
' vacuum' [d
v c eve
m)
In summary. Stacy 's syllable and word product ions tended toward universally
unmarked templates . The syllable template that was the most frequently produced was
CV which is the least markedsyllable, and the most com monl y producedword templa te
was eve which is the least marked word template In addition , the syllable templates
that were commonl y produced had onset consonant s. Complex forms , such as words with
more than 2 mora and syllables with comple x onsets were not produced frequent ly
4,2. 3 Tier interactio n
Analysis of Stacy's tier interaction revealed that her segmenta l inventory was
better developed in some word positions than in others. Stacy 's word initial (W I)
phonetic inventory is shown in Table 8
Table 8. Stacy's WI Phonetic Inventory
l.:lbi:l1 Labio- Inter- Al veolar Alvcc- Vela r Glottal
dema l Dental
"""'"S",I'
Voiceless P I
Vo iced b d
Fricative
Voiceless b
Voiced
Affricate
Voiceless
Vo iced
N= l m n
Li uid
Appro xi- j
Mate
As is apparen t from Table 8, Stacy's WI inventory did not contain all of the segme nts
that she had acquired at the time of testing . For example , the [+approximateI segment Iwl
was not found in WI position The fo llowing diagram represents Stacy's contrastive
feature geometry in WI position
Il NI
Root:[ eso norant]
[ econsonantal]
t eappmxi mate]
L'I~I
[e vcice]
[ :nasa l]
Oral Cavity
h",o,,;nu'''1
C-Place
l lab;~
[coronal]
Figure 14. Stacy' s WI feature geometry.
Stacy had not acquired the place feature [donal] in WI position. .-\11 rooenode
features were in place word -initiall y, as were the features [ enasal] and [eveice] . The
feature [ eccnti euant ] is inc luded in the geo metry. However. since the on ly [+cont inuanl]
segm ent found was /hi. it is assumed that this feature was barely acquired at the timeof
testing
There was only one instance where a segment was targeted in SFWW pos ition
Therefore. SIWW and SFWW posi tions have been co llapsed into wo rd medial (WM )
position for this analysis . Tab le 9 summarizes Stacy 's WM phonetic inventory :
Table 9. Stacy's WM Phonetic Inventory
Labial Labio- Inter- Alveolar Alv co- Vela r Glottal
dental Dcma Palalal
I
S"'p
vo iceless p , 1
Voiced b d
Fricative
v oiceles s h
Voiced
Affricale
voiceless
Voiced
Nas;J1 m n
Li uid
Appro\.i-
"
J
male
This word posit ion was better developed than Stacy 's WI position as the segments nt , /hi ,
and /w/ were not produced in WI position but were found in Wt\1position This differs
from Graham 's data. since he produced fewer segments in this environment . This
suggests that Stacy's prosodic deve lopment was more advanced than Graham's whose
prosodic develop ment resembles that ofa young child. with the most segments being
realized in WI posit ion. Stacy's contrastive feature geometry for WM position is
illustrated in the following diagra m
Root [esenorant]
[e consona ntal]
Leapproximate]
[znasal]
[evcice]
C·Place
ll'bi'~
[coronal]
Figure IS. Stacy's WM feature geometry
Finally. Table 10 summarizes Stacy 's WF phonetic inventory
Table 10, Stacy's WF Phonetic Inventory.
Labial Labio- Ietcr- Ah'colaf Ah~ VcI.:Jr Glcnat
denial Dental f"Jlalai
SlOP
Voiceless p t
Voiced b d
Fricative
Voiceless IVoiced
Affricate
Voiceless
i Voiced.
Na5a1 m n
u uidiApproxi- I
="
This was the least developed segmental position since it was the position with the fewest
segments produced
Stacy's WF contrastive feature geometry is illustrated in Figure 16
Root[esororanr]
[eco nsonantal]
[e nasal]
Laryngeal
I[evcice]
C-Place
[Iab;,( ' ,\
[coronal]
Figure 16. Stacy' s WF feature geometry
In summa ry, Stacy' s prosodic tier was more advanced that her segmental tier
allowing her to produce more segments in all prosodic positions . Her segmental
invento ry was found to bemissing velars. all fricatives and affricates . and the liquid
segments. Therefore. the features [dorsal] . [econtinuant]. and [ elateral] were not
acquired at the time of testing . Her prosodic tier seems more advanced than Graham ' s
However. her segme ntal invento ry was not as developed as Graham ' s. Stacy basically
had the same core segmental invento ry across syllable/word positions while the same was
not true for Graham . Graham 's segmental inventory was basically only realized ·•vord
initially It seems as though Graham ' s phonological acqui sition has centered around the
""
seg mental tier while Stacy has concentrated on her prosod ic development . These
differences in phonological development can beexplained by assuming that phonological
develop ment is top-do wn; prosodic deve lopment precedes segmental de velopment
Sternberger's model predicts tha i after prosodic development reaches a certain leve l.
develop men t may take one of two paths: funher prosodic de velopment or segmental
de velopment. One path involves deve loping foo t andwo rd structure with a limited
segmental inventory. as is the case for Stac y. and one involves develo ping segmental
struc ture withi n the prosod ic environme nts thai have bee n deve loped . as is the case for
Graham
5 0 Conclusion
Bernhard t & Steel-Gammon (1994) sugges t that the nonlinear framewo rk allows
for independent analys is of the segmental and prosodic tiers as well as for taki ng into
account how the tiers interact during phonol ogical acqui sition . C lose analysis o f Graham
and Stacy 's phonological errors co nfirmed tha t the segmental and prosodic tiers do
indeed de velop indepe ndent ly, while at the same time. so me of the erro rs resulted from
tier interaction
5 I Segmental Tier
Anal ysis of Graha m and Stacy' s seg mental output revea led that features hig her in
the geomet ry were berter developed than those lower in the geome try The segments
which were acquired by each c f't he children were those with the [east complex structur e
For examp le. neither of the chil dr en had sig nificant problems acqui ring the root node
featu res [ econsortantal]. [eson oram ]. o r [eapproxime nt } These are Ihe features which
defin e a segmen t as a co nso nant, glide o r vowel. Conversely . the seg ments 16/ or 15 1
were not present in either of the children's inventories. These inte rdental fricatives have a
complex struc ture. The featu re contrast [adi stribu ted] is requir ed lo r their produ ction
This featu re co ntrast is one ofthose most deepl y embedded in the geo metry
Stacy 's segmental inven tory was not as deve loped as Gra ham's. The featu res
whic h were acquire d at the time of testing were those that were higher up in the
geomet ry. She had o nly one [+continuant] segme nt in her invent ory, that being [h]. Gf all
the segments which co nta in the featur e [s-ccn tinuan t]. [h) has the simplest struct ure. as it
does not have any place node features. Therefore. it would be expected beacquired early
The C-p lace feature [dorsal] had not been acquired. While the feature [coronal] did occur
as a defau lt. the [canterior] and [edistributed] coronal features were not present in her
inventory, The liquid segme nts 111 and Irl were also missing from Stacy's inventory as
they have a complex struc ture which requires the presence of the contrast [elateral]. In
add ition. the fact that both children substituted the glottal stop at for segments they were
unable to produce further supports the theory thai segments with the least complex
structure are acquired earlier than those that have a more com plex structure. since the
on ly feature contained in nl is (+conso nantal].
Gierut. Simmerman. and Neumann ( 1994) loo ked at the phonemic inventories of
30 phonologically delayed chi ldren. In comparison . both Graham and Stacy 's inventories
matched the tindings of the study For example. Gierut et al. (1994) found that all of the
children in their study used 1m n b wI contrastively. This was true of both Stacy and
Graham. Also. none of the children in the study used both IIJand Ir!' This was true of
both Graham and Stacy. Gierut et 31. ( 1994) identified four types of phonemic inventories
among the 30 children they studied. The simplest inventory. Type I. contained only
nasals. stops. and glides . This type of inventory was consistent with Stacy's productions
Type II invento ry contained.nasals. StOPS, glides, and fricatives . Graham's phonemic
inventory fell into the latter category . It is not surprising that Graham's inventory would
be more advanced than Stacy's given the age difference between the two children
In summary. erro rs produced could be explained by considering which features
were missing from Graham and Stacy's invento ries. ln general , the more complex
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segments with the most complex feature structure were more poorly developed than those
with a simpler structure. and the features which occur higher in the feature geometry tree
were better developed than features lower down
5.:! Prosodic Tier
Unmarked prosodic structures were prevalent in Graham and Stacy's speech
Bernhardt (1992a ) and Fee ( 1995) propose that the innate syllable template is CV In
Graham' s and Stacy's data. the syllable template CV was common ly produced. The fact
that CY was commonly produced confirms the position that the presence of an onset is
desirable even ifn ot ob ligatory. Fee suggests that more complex syllable templates. such
as those with co mplex onsets and coda consonants develop later. which explains why
these were limited in Graham' s and Stacy' s produ ctions, Fee also notes that the
universally unmarked word template contained one bimoraic foot , This explains why the
most common word template in both children's inventories was eye.
53 Tier Interaction
Although nonlinear phonology presupposes tier autonomy, interact ion between
tiers is also proposed by the framework. Graham and Stacy both demonstra ted tier
interaction through their output erro rs. For example. although Graham had a well
developed segmentalin ventory. this was only demonstrated in word initial positio n In
syllable and word final positions, he only produced [nJ, [1] (although in one instance the
labial fricative (f] was produced ). Unlike Graham, Stacy' s segmental inventory did not
vary across word positions. indicating that her prosodic development was beyond
Graham' s at the time of testing, but her segmental inventory development was arrested
5.4 Comparison of Typica l and Atypical Phonological Development
Analysis of Graham's and Stacy's errors revealed that their phonological output
was comparable to that of the speech of younger children with norma lly developing
phonological systems. For example, as noted earlier, Stoel-Gammon (199 1) suggests that
children with phono logical disorders produce a limited set of segments including stops
'p.t.k.b.d.g/, nasals Im,n,j 1and apprcximant s Iwjl . This inventory is almost identical to
Stacy's segmental inventory except for the fact that Stacy produced one fricative IhI and
did not have the stops Ik.g! and the nasal 1,9I. This can bedescribed by assuming that she
had not yet developed the feature [dorsal]. The presence of !hi results from the fact that it
is the simplest fricative as it has no place features
Graham' s inventory was more elaborate than the one proposed by Stoel-Gammon
This may be the function of his age. Steel-Gammon posits thaI by the age of2;Ochildren
with normally deve loping phonological systems usually add fricatives and liquids to their
inventories while the development of these segments progresses much more slowly for
children with phono logical disorders Graham's inventory contained several fricatives
and one of the liquid segments. However, Graham was 9;0 years old at the time of
testing. so even though these segments had been acquired at the time of testing. it does
not mean thai they were acquired in a time frame compara ble to nonnall y developing
phonolog ical systems. Stoel-Ga mmon also posits that children with phonological
disorde rs produce a limited number of syllable templates. This was the case with Graham
and Stacy. As mentioned above, the unmarked syllable template CV was the most
commo n template in the children's inventories , Similarly, the bimoraic word templates
e"c and CVCV were the most common in the two children 's inventories Other more
comp lex templa tes such as syllab les with complex onsets and multisyllabic word
templates were rarely produced during testing . The templates produced were the simpler
templates which are common in the output of younger children with normally develo ping
phonological systems. The similarities between Graham' s and Stacy 's phonological
output and the output of younger normally deve loping children suggests that in some
respects. phonologica lly disordered speech is not so much devia nt as delayed Chi ldren
with disordered phonology are following the same path of phonological acquisition as
normally developi ng children but their acquisition proceeds at a much slower pace
Whether or nOIit is ever fully acquired is an interest ing quest ion for further research
From Graham 's and Stacy' s data it can be concluded that phonological
acquisition occurs independently across tiers, Also, segme nts with a simple structu re are
acquired earlier than those with a more complex structure, and features higher in the
geometry are acquired before features that are more deeply embedded. In terms of
prosodic acquisition. children tend to favor unmarked syllable and word templates and
acqu ire these before more marked templates , Analysis of the data in the present study
indicate that. in some respects. children with phonological disorders have delayed rather
than deviant phonologica l systems; disordered phonological acquisition occurs along the
same path as normal phonological bUI proceeds at a slower rate. This points to the
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importance of early detection of phonological disorders in children. The earlier the
prob lem is detected . the sooner treatment can begin. If treatment begins at an early age,
there is a better chance for reaching treatment goals. The nonlinear framework used in the
present study provided a detailed analysis of the delayed phonological systems of Stacy
and Graham. Successful methods of phonological analysis. such as the nonlinear analysis
used in the present study. are needed to provide detailed descriptions of diso rdered
phonological systems. Clear analyses will lead to a well defined treatment protocol. If
children with phonological disorde rs have delayed phonological acquis ition. as indicated
in the present study. the question remains as to whether or not with treatment they can
eventua lly fully acquire the phono logical system of the target language
Another question thai remains 10 be answered is why children have delayed
phonological systems . For example, are there certain cues that they are missing during
acquisition" If this questio n can be answered. it may tell us something about how normal
phonological acquisitio n takes place.
III
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